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A FOREWORD ON LAUNCH AND EXPERIMENT DATES 
When this Plan was wntten, the launch of SAGE was scheduled for January 25, 1979 
However, because of weather and spacecraft difficulties, the launch was delayed until February 
18, 1979 (I 118 Eastern Standard Time) At that time the text of this Plan was already typeset, 
and therefore only mmor changes have been made to the launch and correlative expenment 
dates stated m the body of this Plan 
At this time (February 20, 1979) the followmg gUideltnes on e,xpenment dates can be 
given Correlative Expenment 2, ortgmally scheduled for February 12-16 at White Sands, IS 
now planned for March 11-12, With Aprtl 5-6 as backup dates Correlative Expenment 1, ongl-
nally scheduled for February 9 at Wallops Island, Will also be rescheduled Although exact 
dates have not been set, Expenment 1 IS now expected to occur after Expenment 2 (I e , after 
March 12) 
The dates of Correlative Expenments 3-6 are also subject to change, but speCific plans 
have not yet been made 
iii 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 SAGE Measurements and Ground Truth Requirements 
The Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) IS scheduled for launch m mld-
February 1979 aboard the ApphcatlOns Explorer MIssion B (AEM-B) satelhte of the National 
Aeronautics and Space AdmmlstratlOn SAGE's miSSIOn IS to map vertical profiles of ozone, 
aerosol, mtrogen dioxide, and Rayleigh molecular extmctlOn around the globe The ozone data 
are expected to extend from about 10-45 km, the aerosol data from cloud tops to about 35 km 
(plus occasIOnal strong layers m the mesosphere), the mtrogen dioxide data from about 25-40 
km, and the Rayleigh molecular extmctlOn data from about 15-40 km 
The SAGE mstrument IS a four-channel photometer that measures the mtenslty of sun-
light (centered at wavelengths 0 385, 045, 060 and 1 0 /Lm) traversmg the earth's 11mb durmg 
spacecraft sunnse and sunset (See Appendix A for a descnptlOn of the mstrument) In this 
manner It will measure vertlcal profiles of four-wavelength extmctlon, at the rate of about 30 
profiles per day Spatlal coverage wl1l extend from about 79° N to 79° S latitude (with some 
seasonal variatIOn) and thus will complement the coverage (64° - 80° Nand S) of the SAM-II 
stratospheric aerosol sensor on the Nimbus 7 satelhte Figure 1 shows an example of latitude 
coverage versus time for a probable set of launch parameters 
SAGE's four-channel extmctlOn measurements will be numerically mverted to Yield verti-
cal profiles of ozone concentratIOn, aerosol extmctlon (and mferred number density), mtrogen 
dioxide concentration, and total molecular denSity (When available, molecular denSity may be 
denved from the rawmsonde network and other sources, and then used as an mput to the 
four-channel mverslOn process--If domg this Improves the accuracy of the other derived param-
eters ) The denved data will be archived and made available to the sCientific commumty for use 
m a variety of studies However, before bemg released the data must be vahdated by compari-
sons with correlative measurements made by other sensors of appropriate accuracy, resolUtion, 
and rehablhty To aVOid confusIOn and the compromlsmg of SAGE data mtegnty, the accuracy 
and resolution of correlative sensors should be well understood, If possible, they should be 
equal to or better than those expected from SAGE 
The anticipated performance of SAGE IS mdlcated by Figure 2, which shows results of 
mverslOns usmg a tYPical SAGE mverslOn algorithm with Simulated radiance data and Simulated 
errors of the magmtude expected for a tYPical measurement cycle (Chu and McCormick, 1979) 
Although the accuracy and resolutIOn achieved by SAGE are to a certam extent affected by lati-
tude and by constltuent concentratlons, the models shown m Figure 2 give results that are 
representative of a broad range of conditions to be encountered by SAGE 
Note that the vertical resolutIOn of each mverted profile IS about 1 km ThiS resolution IS 
achieved by virtue of two factors 0) the radIOmeter's narrow field of View, and (2) the 
sharply-peaked welghtmg functions for the hmb-vlewmg geometry The hmb welghtmg func-
tions do m fact depend on constituent profiles, which can produce slgmficantly poorer vertical 
resolution for certam conditions and heights Nevertheless, a vertical resolution of 1 km IS a 
useful target specificatIOn for ground truth measurements 
Note also the error bars m Figure 2 These bars were denved by performmg the mverslOn 
for ten different cases of Simulated random errors and takmg the standard deViation of the 
resultmg set of solutIOns (The Simulated random errors are based on SAGE expected 
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performance, see AppendIx A ) Hence, the error bars and the dIfferences between model and 
Inverted profiles denote the expected accuracy of SAGE-Inferred constItuent profiles and, there-
fore, the desIred accuracy for correlatIve measurements These desIred accuracIes are summar-
Ized In Table 1 
Table 1 
DESIRED ACCURACIES OF CORRELATIVE MEASUREMENTS 
(Based on SAGE SImulatIOns) 
Ozone N01 Aerosol Molecular DensIty 
5 (Yo , 25 -40 km 30%, 15-40 km 10%, tropopause-15 km 5%, tropopause-35 km 
10%, 10-15 km factor 3, 40-50 km 30%,15-35 km 10%, 35-45 km 
30%, 40-50 km Plus noctIlucent 
cloud occurrences 
1.2 Overview of Ground Truth Plan 
A SAGE ground truth program has been developed on the basIs of the above prere-
qUIsItes The program IS desIgned to take advantage of establIshed measurement capabIlItIes 
and expertIse at a number of worldwIde locatIons At the same tIme It Includes the develop-
ment and use of sensors wIth needed measurement capabIlItIes that cannot be provIded by 
eXIstIng sensors 
A schedule of SAGE ground truth expenments to be supported by U S organIzatIOns IS 
shown In Table 2 The sItes for these expenments were selected because they permIt a number 
of sensors for the SAGE constItuents to be operated sImultaneously from a sIngle locatIOn or a 
tIght cluster of sItes Table 3 gIves more InformatIOn on the clustered sItes that were con-
SIdered In developIng the schedule of Table 2 FIgure 3 shows the locatIOns of the vanous clus-
ters 
The Intent of the schedule In Table 2 IS to prOVIde 
• A reasonably complete check of SAGE performance early In the mISSIOn 
(vIa the February-March 1979 expertments) 
• A check of any pOSSIble dIfferences In SAGE sunnse and sunset perfor-
mance (vIa the WhIte Sands-Hollman expenment) 
• Ground truth support for a SAM-II/SAGE companson (by means of the 
late spnng or early summer 1979 Sondrestrom expenment) 
4 
Experiment 
Schedule 
(approximate) 
Cluster 
Sites 
Latitude 
Longitude 
P-3 Lldar 
P-3 Spectrometer 
Langley 48" Lldar 
NCAR Lldar 
Dustsonde 
0 3 Balloon 
0 3 Rocket 
Datasonde 
M urcray Balloon 
Interferometer 
Pepm Balloon 
(photometer and 
spectrometer) 
UP* 
Noxon Spectrometer 
Dobson/Canterbury 
NCAR Sabrehner§ 
Ames u-f" 
Table 2 
SAGE GROUND TRUTH EXPERIMENTS SUPPORTED BY US ORGANIZATIONS 
(To be supplemented by non-U S ground truth groups and others, as appropriate) 
I 1· 3 41 5 
March II 
(sunset) 
March 12 Spring or 
Apnl (sunrise) Apnl Summer Fall 
1979 1979 1979 1979 1979 
CI C1 C4 C3 CI 
Boulder 
Wallops I White Sands Fortaleza Sondrestrom Wallops I 
Hampton Holloman AFB Natal or Poker Flat Hampton 
37 - 38 N 33 - 40 N 3 - 5 S 65 - 68 N 37 - 38 N 
75 - 76 W 105 -107 W 35 - 38 W 51 or 148 W 75 - 76 W 
x x x x x 
x x x x x 
x x 
x 
x x x x 
x x x x x 
K K(l),H(l) K K K 
x xxxx x x x 
x 
x x 
x 
x x x x x 
x 
x 
·Includes correlative measurements for both a sunrise and a sunset SAGE scan 
t Combmed SAM-II/SAGE correlative experiment 
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Wmter 
1979 
CI 
Wallops I 
Hampton 
37 - 38 N 
75 - 76 W 
x 
x 
x 
X 
x 
K 
x 
x 
*UP (UMS Instrument Package) IS not formally a part of the SAGE Ground Truth Plan However, when LIP and SAGE 
measurements are suffiCiently close m space and time, compansons will be made A pOSSible overlap may occur m Cold 
Lake, Alberta (55 N, liD W) m February 1979 
§I ncludes polar nephelometer, quartz crystal microbalance, Knollenberg optical particle counter, and pOSSibly Daslbl 0 3 sen-
sor 
•• Includes Ames aerosol Impactor, Ames 03 and NO sensors, Langley quartz crystal microbalance (planned), and pOSSibly a 
Lazrus multlfilter sampler 
K = Kruger optical rocket-borne 0 3 sensor 
H= Hllsenrath chemllummescent rocket-borne 0 3 sensor 
NOTE Experiment dates are as scheduled on February 20, 1979 See also the Foreword on Launch and Experiment Dates 
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Table 3 
PRIME CANDIDATES FOR CLUSTERED SAGE GROUND TRUTH OBSERVATIONS 
Cluster Agency or 
Number Instrument Investtgator Instttutlon Location Lat Long Parameter 
I Dobson (Umkehr) Bruton, Perry NASA WFC Wallops I 38 N 75 W 0 3 
I Ozone Balloon Perry, Bruton NASA WFC Wallops I 38 N 75 W 0 3 , T,W 
I Ozone Rocket Perry, Bruton NASA WFC Wallops I 38 N 75W 0 3 
I Datasonde Perry, Bruton NASA WFC Wallops I 38 N 75 W T,P,W 
I Airborne Lldar Fuller, 
McCormick NASA LaRC Wallops I' 38 N' 75 W' A 
I Ground Lldar Fuller, 
McCormick NASA LaRC Hamptont 37 Nt 76 wt A 
2 Dobson (Umkehr) Albuquerque 35 N 107W 0 3 
2 Balloon Interferometer Murcray Denver U Holloman AFB 33 N 106W 03,NO} 
2 ~alloon Photometer Pepin Iv Wyoming Holloman AFB 33 N 106W A,03,N01,D 
2 pustsonde Rosen, 
+ 0 3 Sensor ~ofmdnn ill Wyoming Holloman AFB 33 N 106 W 03,A,T 
Hofmann ill Wyoming Holloman AFB 33 N 106 W 03,A,T 
2 Balloon Spectrometer Pepin ill Wyoming Holloman AFB 33 N 106W 03,A,T 
2 Ground-Based Lldar Fernald, Frush INCAR Boulder 40 N lOS W A 
2 Balloon Noxon NOAA-ERL Boulder 40 N lOS W NO} 
2 IP Balloon LIMS Team (NCAR) Palestine 32 N 96W 03,NOb T 
2 Airborne Lldar Fuller, 
McCormick INASA LaRC Holloman AFB 33 N' 106 W' A 
2 Rocket Ozonesonde Perry, Bruton NASA WFC White Sands 33 N 106W 0 3 
2 Datasonde Perry, Bruton NASA WFC White Sands 33 N 106W T,P,W 
2 Balloon Ozonesonde Perry, Bruton NASA WFC White Sands 33 N 106W 0 3 
2 U-2 Quartz Woods, 
Microbalance McCormick NASA LaRC/ ARC White Sands 33N* 106 W' A 
2 U-2 Impactor Farlow NASA Ames White Sands 33 N' 106 W' A 
2 U-2 Multlfilter 
Sampler azrus ~CAR White Sands 33N 106W A 
2 ~-2 0 3 NO, T, 
~ensor ~tarr NASA Ames White Sands 33 N 106 W ~3 
3 pustsonde ~osen, 
Hofmann U Wyoming :sondrestrom ~7 N ~I W A,T,03'? 
3 iAlrborne Lldar ~uller, 
~cCormlck NASA LaRC Sondrestrom' 67 N' 51 W' A 
3 ~alloon Photometer Pepin U Wyoming :Sondrestrom 67 N 51 W iA,03,NOb D 
3 pzone Balloon Perry, Bruton NASA WFC :sondrestrom 67 N 51 W P3,T 
3 patasonde Perry, Bruton NASA WFC Sondrestrom 67 N 51 W tr,P,N 
3 pzone Rocket Perry, Bruton NASA WFC ~ondrestrom 67 N 51 W P3,T 
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Table 3 (Contmued) 
Cluster Agency or 
Number Instrument Investtgator Instttution Locatton Lat Long Parameter 
3 !Polar Nephelometer§ Grams iGeorgla Tech Sondrestrom" 67 N* 51 W" A 
3 ppttcal P(rttcle 
k:ounter Grams peorgla Tech Sondrestrom 67 N" 51 W" A 
3 puartz Mlcrobalance§ Woods, 
McCormick NASA LaRC Sondrestrom" 67 N" 51 W" A 
4 Ozone Balloon Perry, Bruton NASA WFC Natal 5 S 35 W 03,T 
4 Ozone Rocket Perry, Bruton NASA WFC Natal 5 S 35 W 03,T 
4 Datasonde Perry, Bruton NASA WFC Natal 5 S 35 W T,P,W 
4 Airborne Lldar" Fuller, 
McCormick NASA LaRC Natal" 5 S" 35 W" A 
4 Dustsonde Rosen, 
+ 0 3 Sensor Hofmann U Wyoming Fortaleza 3S 38 W A,03,T 
5 Dobson {Umkehr} Dutsch Arosa 47 N 10 E 0 3 
5 Ozone Balloon Atmanspacher Hohenpelssen 
berg 48 N II E 0 3 
5 Ground Lldar Reller IAUFG Garmlsch-
Partenklrchen 47 N liE A 
5 Ozone Balloon Reiter AUFG Garmlsch-
Partenklrchen ~7 N II E 0 3 
5 Mathews (Umkehr) Reiter AUFG Garmlsch-
Partenklrchen ~7 N II E 0 3 
5 Balloon Spectrometer aurent, Girard pNERA Alre sur 
l'Adour ~4 N OW 0 3 NO l HlO 
5 Ground Lldar Chanin ~ervlce 
d' Aeronomle St Michel ~4N 6E 0 3 
6 Dobson (Umkehr) Kagoshlma 31 N 130E 0 3 
6 bzone Balloon Kagoshlma 31 N 130E 0 3 
6 Aerosol Lldar Hlrono Kyushu U Fukuoka 34 N l3IE A 
7 joobson {Umkehr} I"rateno ~4 N 140 E 03 
7 pzone Balloon [Tate no ~4 N 140 E P3 
7 !Aerosol Lldar wasaka !Nagoya U ~agoya ~5 N 137E A 
7 V\erosol Lldar garashl /Radio Research 
(Lab [Tokyo ~6 N 140 E A 
7 ~erosol Lldar Kamiyama frohoku U lZao ~8 N 141 E A 
8 !AIrborne Lldar Fuller, 
McCormick NASA LaRC Palmer" ~5 S" MW" A 
8 puartz Microbalance ':Noods, 
McCormick NASA LaRC Palmer" ~5 S" 64 W" A 
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Table 3 (Concluded) 
Cluster Agency or 
Number Instrument Investigator InstitutIOn LocatIOn Lat Long 
8 Ozone Rocket 
8 Ozone Balloon 
8 Spectrometer Murcray Denver U Palmer' 65 S' 64 W' 
8 Dustsondes Rosen, 
Hofmann U WyomIng McMurdo 77S 165 E 
9 Ozone Balloon Kulkarni CSIRO Aspendale 38 S 145 E 
9 Dobson (Umehr) Kulkarni CSIRO 
9 Aerosol Lldar Dilley CSIRO Aspendale 38 S 145 E 
9 Dustsonde Rosen, 
Hofmann U WyomIng Mlldura 34 S 142 E 
9 ChemllumInescent 
Balloonsonde Galbally CSIRO Mlldura 34 S 142 E 
9 Infrared 
Spectrometer Galbally CSIRO Mlldura 34 S 142 E 
, Air-mobile 
t Ground-mobIle 
tt 5178, 10178, 12178, 2179 Scheduled for L1MS verIfication (Dates hsted In order of PrIOrIty) 
§On NCAR Sabrehner 
Parameter 
°3,N02 
A,03 
0 3 
A 
A,T 
NO, N02 0 3 
NO, N02 0 3 
NOTE A = Aerosol, D = Density, N02 = Nitrogen dioxide, 0 3 = Ozone, P = Pressure, T = Temperature, W = 
WInds 
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FIGURE 3 LOCATIONS OF SOME POSSIBLE SAGE GROUND TRUTH CLUSTERS 
Sites 3a and 8a are also SAM II ground-truth sites (See, e g, Russell et ai, 1978) 
• Mldlatttude, hIgh-latItude, and low-latItude correlatIve measurements 
• Contmumg checks of SAGE performance m dIfferent seasons 
SectIOn 2 describes the sensors to be used m the Umted States-supported ground truth experi-
ments SectIOn 3 provIdes addItIonal detail on scheduling and logIstIcs, and SectIOn 4 describes 
data-handling procedures 
BeSIdes the US-sponsored actIvItIes, both Japanese and European ad hoc ground truth 
groups have been formed, and efforts are being made to coordinate wIth Australian and RUSSIan 
measurement teams These ad hoc groups Include many established teams wIth a WIde range of 
expertIse In stratospheric constItuent measurements The teams and theIr capabIlitIes are 
deSCribed In SectIOn 2 1 
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2. GROUND TRUTH SENSORS AND PROGRAMS 
2.1. SAGE Ad Hoc Ground Truth Groups 
A Japanese and a European SAGE ad hoc ground truth group have been formed The 
Japanese group IS beIng coordInated by Professor Motokazu Hlrono of Kyushu UnIversIty In 
Fukuoka, the European group IS beIng coordInated by Dr Robert Fantechl of the CommIssIOn 
of European CommunIties In Brussels Tables 4 and 5 show teams and sensors for each group 
There IS also the possIbIlIty of establIshIng an AustralIan ground truth group, centered around 
the capabIlIties of CSIRO descnbed In Table B-1 of AppendIX B, and pOSSIbly also a SovIet 
group under Professor K Ya Kondratyev of the MaIn GeophysIcal Observatory, LenIngrad 
Each ad hoc group IS now developIng ItS own expenment schedule The role of the 
SAGE Expenment Team (SET) I In coordInatIng these actIvItIes wIll be lImIted, speCIfically, 
the SET WIll prOVIde mISSIOn analysIs data (I e SAGE measurement times and locatIons), 
speCIfy deSIred data formats (see SectIOn 4 2), and dIssemInate U S ground truth expenment 
schedules In addItIOn to thIs coordInatIOn actIVIty, however, the SET wIll particIpate fully In 
makIng use of Japanese, European, AustralIan, and RUSSIan correlative data to valIdate the 
SAGE data 
2.2. Ozone Sensors 
2.2.1. Dobson Spectrophotometer 
A Dobson spectrophotometer2 WIll be used to make ozone measurements at several 
ground truth sItes (see Tables 2, 4, and 5) ThIS Instrument (FIgure 4), by measunng selected 
ultraVIOlet wavelengths radIated by the sun, moon, or the zenIth sky can be used to Infer the 
quantIty of ozone wIthIn the total aIr column above the Instrument The result IS expressed as 
a thIckness of a layer of pure ozone at standard temperature and pressure 
Normally a Dobson statIOn performs observations three times a daY--In the mIdmornIng, 
near local noon, and In the mldafternoon At hIgh-latitude stations fewer observatIOns are 
called for dunng certaIn times of the year ThIS WIll also be the case durIng any of the planned 
In SItU ozone soundIngs from the vanous particIpatIng sItes Because the accuracy of Dobson 
data detenorates rapIdly as the sun elevatIon angle decreases, tWIlIght measurements are not 
practIcal 
Umkehr data (Jow-resolutton vertIcal ozone profiles) WIll be obtaIned from certaIn Dob-
son sItes Efforts WIll be made to extrapolate data obtaIned at reasonable sun elevatIOn angles 
to tWIlIght POInts of tangency 
15~T members dre Dr M P McCormIck (Iedder) NASA Ldngley Research Center, Dr R A CraIg FlOrida State UniversIty 
(deledsed) Dr Derek M Cunnold Md~sdchusells Institute of Technology, Dr (Jerdld W (Jrams (,eorgl. Institute of Technology Dr 
HcnJdmln M lIermdn Unlver!o.lty of Anzond Dr [) Eo.. Miller Brlh"ih Meteorologlcdl Office Dr ,) (, Murcray Umver"illy of Denver 
Dr T J Pepm Unlver~IlY of WyomIng Dr Wdlter (, Pldnet Ndtlondl EnVIronmental Sdteillte ServIce dnd Dr PhilIp B Russell SRI 
Interndtlondl 
lLJ ~ Depdrtment of Commerce NdtlOndl Wedther ServIce Ohll'II'tr' Manllat DohlOn Ozone Sl'e<l"'l'tw/(lI/I< ler ReVIsed November I 
1972 
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Table 4 
SAGE JAPANESE AD HOC GROUND TRUTH GROUP 
A Lldar ObservatIOn 
Team Objective Laser Site 
pepartment of PhYSICS, iAerosol Scattenng ~uby, Nd YAG lFukuoka • 
~yushu Umverslty 10 - 40 km (33°37'N,1300 26'E) 
(M Hlrono) 
~ater Research Institute, iAerosol Scattenng ~uby, Nd YAG ~agoya t 
Nagoya Umverslty 10 - 40 km (35°1 O'N, 136°50'E) 
(Y Iwasaka) 
Department of GeophysIcs, ~erosol Scattenng ~uby 7eo* 
Tohoku Umverslty 10 - 40 km 38°8'N,I400 32'E) 
(H Kamiyama) 
B Balloon and Spectrometer Observation (on Aircraft or Ground) 
Team Objective Instrument Site 
~pper Atmosphere DIvIsion N02, NO, N20, HN03 1 Interference trateno 
~eteorologlcal Research CFCI3, CF2CI2, CCI4 Spectrometer on (36°3'N,1400 8'E) 
nstltute Aircraft 
(M Mlsakl) ~ Aitken Particles, ~ Balloon Sampling 
HCI, CH4 
~ tmosphenc Research ~ Aerosol Profile ~ Balloon Solar ~annku 
nstltute OccultatIOn, (39°8'N, 141 °49'E) 
Nagoya U mverslty Balloon Optical 
(H Ishikawa) Particle Counter 
~ Ozone Profile ~ Balloon Solar 
Occultation 
iAerologlcal DIvIsIOn 1 Ozone Profile 1 Ozone Balloon 1 Kagoshlma 
pepartment of ObservatIOn (31 °38'N, 1300 36'E) 
apanese Meteorological Tateno 
iAgency (36°3'N,140 0 8'E) 
(K Nyul) 
12 Ozone Column Content 12 Dobson I? Tateno 
Spectrophotometer (J6°3'N,1400 8'E) 
J'llIgato University ~O2 ~Jround-Based ~lIgata 
~pectrometer 37°55'N,139°2'E) 
• Ruby observations made since October 1974, Nd-YAG observations expected to start In February 1979 
t Observations suspended at present, to be restored In 1979 
* Observations suspended at present, probably to be restored In 1979 
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Table 5 
SAGE EUROPEAN AD HOC GROUND TRUTH GROUP 
Tedm ObjectIve Instrument SIte 
ETH-ZurIch 1 0) profiles, 1 0) sondes· I Hohenpelssenberg 
(H Dutsch) 0-35 km (47°4S'N, II °OO'E) 
Payerne 
(46°49'N,6°57'E) 
Brussels 
(50° 50'N ,4 ° 21 'E) 
Elnas, CdgharI 
(39° 13 'N,9°08'E) 
2 0) profiles 2 Dobson-U mkehr 2 Arosa 
(hIgher but coarser) (46°47'N,9°41'E) 
3 Total 0) 3 Dobson 3 Arosa 
(46°47'N, 9°41 'E) 
ServIce d'Aeronomle, CNRS 1 0),H 10 profiles 1 Dye hdars I St MIchel 
(M L Chamn, J Blamont, 0-40 km, (44°N, 6° E) 
G Megle, P Almedleu) noctllucent clouds V erneres-Ie-B u Isson 
(48°45'N,21 °7'E) 
Heyss Island 
(S005'N, E) 
2 0), neutral densIty, 2 Long-hfe (-9 mos) 2 Launch PraetorIa 
aerosol profiles varIable-heIght balloon U5°45'N,2So12'E) 
15-20 km (mght) wIth chemllumInescent or ChrIstchurch 
15-28 km (day) 0) sensor, T,P sensors, (43°33'S,172°40'E) 
plus U Wyo dustsonde drIfts over WIde area 
or LRC aerosol sampler 
(possIbly) 
3 O),OH profiles 3 Rocket 3 RussIa, IndIa 
(Franco-R usslan Program) 
4 0) profiles, 4 ChemIiumInescent 4 Alre sur l' Adour 
0-48 km balloonsonde (43° 42'N ,0° 15'W) 
and others 
Inst d'Aeronomle Spatlale 1 0) profiles 1 Dropsonde solar 1 UK Met Office rocket 
Brussels 25-60 km mtegratmg radIometer PossIble rocket 
(p SImon) (Balloon [25-40 kml or South UISt 
rocket [>40 kml (5rN,7°W) 
launch) 
ONERA 1 0),N01,H10,HNO),CFM 1 Solar IR gratIng spectrometer 1 Alre sur I' Adour 
(J Laurent, A GIrard) profiles (balloon-borne) (43°42'N,0015'W) 
Pdlestme 
(32°N ,96°W) 
Inst Atmos EnViron Res, 1 Aerosol profiles 1 Ruby hdar, 1 Garmlsch-Partenklrchen 
Garmlsch-Partenklrchen 5-35 km Conductivity sonde (47°30'N, 11 °05'E) 
(H Jaeger, W Carnuth, 2 Total 0) and 2 Matthews radiometer, 2 Garmlsch-Partenklrchen 
R ReIter) profiles OJ sondes (47°30'N,ll°05'E) 
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Table 5 (Concluded) 
Team Objective Instrument Site 
AERE Harwell 1 OJ hOrIzontal 1 Daslbl UV absorptIOn 1 London-Washmgton DC 
(A Eggleton) varIatIOns near sensor on (51°30'N,0010'W-
175 km max Concorde aircraft 38°55'N,7rOO'W) 
1. OJ profiles 1. As above 1. Pomts of ascent 
5-175 km and descent 
CEC, Jomt Research Center, I Aerosol profiles 1 Ruby hdar 1 Ispra 
Ispra (45°48'N,8°36'E) 
(F Geiss) 
Meteorological Office, UK 1 OJ, H 20 profiles 1 IR emission sonde 1 Bracknell 
(D Miller, J Gibbs, L Simmons, (j Hames, NPL) (51°1.6'N,0046'W) 
John Hames, NPL) or USA 
1. N02, HNOJ profiles 1. SIBEX balloon package 1. USA SIcily 
(j Hames, NPL) 
3 Aerosol profiles 3 Dye hdar 3 Bracknell 
10-30 km 605 nm, possibly 750 nm (51° 1.6'N, 0046'W) 
4 OJ 4 Dobson spectrophotometer 4 Bracknell 
(51° 1.6'N, 0046'W) 
Seychelles 
W36'S,55°30'W) 
St Helena 
(I6°0'SY41.'W) 
Lerwlck, Scotland 
(60009'N, 1°09'W) 
5 OJ profiles 5 Dropsonde solar radiometer 5 South UISt 
(p Simon, lAS, Brussels) (5rN,7'W) 
(UK Met Office rocket 
launch, see lAS, above) 
6 Neutral density 6 Mark III rawmsonde, 6 Bracknell 
Stratosphenc Sounder (51 ° 1.6'N,0046'W) 
on Tlros N for gndded 
analysIs (with Fmger, NOAA) 
Appleton Lab, SRC, 1 Aerosol profiles 1 Dye hdar 1 Wmkfield 
Slough 5-35 km plus (51° l.7'N, 0043'W) 
(L Thomas, T Gibson) noctIlucent clouds 
Umv Koeln, FRG 1 OJH 20 profiles I Optical balloonsonde 1 Koeln 
(A Ghazl, H Paetzold) 850056'N,6°56'E) 
1. Total OJ 1. Dobson spectrophotometer 1. Koeln 
850056'N,6°56'E) 
• Comparison of 5 different sondes at Hohenpelssenberg scheduled for Apnl 1978 Dobson spectrophotometers will also be com-
pared 
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fiGURE 4 DOBSON SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
IS 
2.2.2. Canterbury Photometer 
The UniversIty of Canterbury (New Zealand) narrow-bandpass filter spectrometer, as the 
name ImplIes, uses SIX narrow-bandpass Interference filters to Isolate wavelengths of Interest 
These filters are sequentIally rotated In front of the entrance aperture, thus allOWIng the pho-
tomultIplIer tube detector to measure IntensItIes at each wavelength tWIce a second All SIX 
wavelengths are In the ultraVIolet regIOn of the spectrum and were chosen to match the stan-
dard Dobson A, C and D wavelength paIrs The radIatIOn source can be the sun or the zenith 
sky The Instrument desIgn allows allOWIng the field of vIew to be changed from 2 3° , for use 
WIth the sun, to 4 6° for use WIth the zenith sky 
The Canterbury photometer, an extremely portable Instrument, IS beIng consIdered for 
acceptance as a standard method to measure total ozone concentratIOns A companson of the 
Wallops FlIght Center Dobson and Canterbury Instruments has been In progress SInce October 
1977 The results thus far IndIcate that dIfferences related to aIr mass and ambIent temperature 
changes are not neglIgIble, but that empmcal correctIons can potentIally reduce the dIscrepan-
cIes to ± 2% of the Dobson values Note An extensIve ozone photometer Intercompanson, 
InvolVIng the Dobson, Canterbury, RUSSIan M-83, and the CanadIan Brewer Instruments, IS 
beIng conducted An early effort to secure correlatIve support for SAGE from all these WIll be 
made 
2.2.3. Balloonborne ECC Ozonesonde 
The ElectrochemIcal ConcentratIon Cell (ECC) balloon-borne ozonesonde IS a lIght-
weIght, compact, and relatIvely InexpensIve Instrument developed for measurIng the vertIcal 
dIstrIbutIOn of atmospherIC ozone J An InterIor vIew of the sonde IS shown In FIgure 5 4 It IS 
electrOnically coupled to a standard NOAA RadIOsonde (SectIOn 2 5) and thus also prOVIdes 
atmosphenc pressure, temperature, and humIdIty In addItIon to ozone measurements The 
ECC ozonesonde IS suspended approxImately 22 meters below a 1200-gram balloon WIth the 
radIOsonde suspended about one meter below the ozonesonde FIgures 6 and 7 depIct the flIght 
configuratIOn ThIS combInatIOn, USIng the transmItter of the radIOsonde, transmIts data to the 
ground-based AN/GMD system 
The preCISIOn of the ECC ozonesonde IS currently estImated to be WIthIn 10 to 12% (J (d 
2.2.4. Super Loki Optical Ozonesonde 
The Super LokI OptIcal Ozonesonde5 IS a rocket-launched payload, ejected at rocket apo-
gee, that prOVIdes ozone profiles between 70 and 15 kIlometers The ozone measurements are 
made durIng descent of the sensor, whIch IS attached to a parachute The sensor proVIdes an 
absolute measurement based on known values of the ozone absorptIOn coeffiCIents dunng day-
lIght hours only FIgure 8 shows the payload In the launch configuratIOn WIth the standard 
Super LokI rocket used for the normal meteorologICal soundIng systems The telemetry system 
operates on 1680 MHz, transmIttIng the data to a standard AN/GMD system eqUIpped WIth a 
PCM adapter kIt 
3Vehlde\ dnd ~ensor~ of the UPN 607 ApphcdtlOns Sounding Rocket Program. October 1977. Prehmlndry 
41n\lrUCIiOn Mdnudl. Electrochemical Concentrdtlon Cell Ozonesonde Model ECC-3A. Janudry I 1977 
'iVehlde~ dnd ~enso" of the UPN 607 Apphcdllon~ Sounding Rockel Progrdm October 1977 Prehmlndry In~tructlon Mdnudl Flec-
trochemlcdl Concentrdtlon Cell {)zone\onde Cell 070nesonde Model FCC-3d Jdnudry I 1977 
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FIGURE 8 SUPER LOKI OPTICAL OZONE ROCKET/PAYLOAD 
The sensor of the Super LokI OptIcal Ozonesonde IS a four-channel filter-wheel UV pho-
tometer A planar dIffuser plate, located at the optIcal entrance of the sensor, Intercepts Incom-
Ing sunlIght, whIle the varYIng solar angle of IncIdence IS compensated for electrOnIcally The 
UV filters consIst of Interference filter elements to define the spectral bands and a common 
broadband UV filter that blocks unwanted radIatIon In the VISIble spectrum 
The preCISIOn of the optIcal ozonesonde IS estImated at 5% or better between 25 and 50 
km ThIS estImate IS based on the propertIes of slgnal-to-nolse ratIos of the raw data for the 
ozone algonthm 6 The system accuracy IS dependent on two factors (1) the error of the ozone 
absorptIOn coefficIent, and (2) the changes In the UV filter charactenstIcs after calIbratIOn The 
accuracy IS belIeved to be better than 10% The system can proVIde good data for solar zenIth 
angles of about 800 or less, for angles exceedIng 840 , the data become unusable 
2.2.5. Super Areas Chemilumineseent Ozonesonde 
The Super Arcas chemIlumInescent ozonesonde IS a rocket-launched payload ejected at 
apogee, that measures the ozone dlstnbutIon between 70 and 15 km as the sonde descends 
through the atmosphere on a parachute The ambIent aIr IS sampled by self-pumpIng, that IS, a 
ballast tank, connected to the atmosphere by means of an Inlet pIpe, remaInS In pressure eqUIlI-
brIUm wIth the IncreaSIng external pressure as the sonde descends The chemIlumInescent 
detector and a photometer are onented along the aXIs of the Inlet pIpe and enable contInUOUS 
measurement of the ozone 
The chemllumInescent detector IS an Improved versIon of the one carned on balloon ozo-
nesondes several years ago Its lumInescence IS proportIOnal to ozone flux, whIch IS the ozone 
concentratIOn tImes the flow rate It can be shown that the flow rate IS proportIOnal to the pres-
sure nse In the ballast tank, whIch IS measured In flIght Before flIght a calIbratIOn IS performed 
for each sonde ThIS calIbratIOn SImulates actual pressures, flow rates, and ozone concentra-
tIOns expected dunng flIght The measurement prIncIple and early flIght results have been 
descnbed by HIlsenrath (1969, 1971) The present system flIes on a Super Arcas meteorologI-
cal rocket, as shown m FIgure 9, and utlhzes the standard 1680-MHz AN/GMD telemetry sys-
tem The sensor SIgnals are pulse-code-modulated (PCM) and, therefore, reqUIre decommuta-
tlOn for data processIng 
An error analysIs IndIcates preCISIOn of about 8% ThIS IS calculated from expected ran-
dom errors due to "nOIse" and systematIc errors or fllght-to-fllght errors Most of thIS error IS 
related to the uncertaInty entaIled In establIshmg the sensor's sensItIvIty from the calIbratIOn 
procedures Two flIghts conducted 13 mInutes apart showed a repeatabIlIty of 6% ThIS was 
denved from the average dIfference separatIng the two ozone profiles from a mean profile at 
one-kIlometer Intervals ThIS result compares favorably wIth the computed 8% preCISIOn 
The absolute error In the expenment depends on the uncertaInty of the ozone concentra-
tIOn In the sonde calIbratIOn, undetected ozone losses, and nonlIneantles In the measurement 
The uncertaInty of the ozone concentratIOn depends on the ozone mOnItor used In the calIbra-
tIOn ThIS ozone mOnItor IS calIbrated at the NatIOnal Bureau of Standards by measunng 
absorptIOn at wavelength 253 7 nm The absolute measurement error IS computed to be 12% 
(mdependent of the preCISIon descnbed above), whIch Includes a 4% error assocIated wIth the 
ozone mOnItor used In the calIbratIOn Companson of chemllumInescent rocketsonde 
nl>e"gn or Dpllcdl Dwnc,ondc ror the ~uper LokI Ddrt Rocket Drdrt Report NA~A (,oddJrd SpdCC Flight Center Greenbelt MJry-
Idnd 
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FIGUFIE 9 SUPER ARCAS CHEMILUMINESCENT OZONESONDE 
measurements with balloon··borne and optical rocketsonde measurements shows differences no 
greater than 20%, usually on the order of 10%. Altitude resolution between 60 and 20 km is 
finer than 1/2 km. A comparison of the chemiluminescent and optical sondes with a sounding 
from LRIR on the Nimbus 6 satellite is shown in Figure 10. 
2.2.6. Ozone Udal' 
Recent work on the differential absorption !idar (DIAL) technique has led to the develop-
ment of ozone lidal' systems (e.g., Megie, et aI., 1977). This technique uses a tunable laser to 
vary the output wavelength of the !idar so that it coincides with the wavelength of an ozone 
absorption line. The absorption of the laser radiation by ozone molecules thereby provides a 
method for determining the vertical profile of ozone molecules. Lidar echoes are recorded as a 
function of range for a wavelength corresponding to the center of an ozone absorption line, as 
well as for a nearby wavelength that is not absorbed by ozone or other atmospheric molecules. 
The system described by Megie et aI. obtained ozone profiles from the 18- to 28-km altitude 
interval with approximately 1.2-km altitude resolution--using ultraviolet wavelengths of 308 nrn 
and 303.7 nm generated by a frequency-doubled rhodamine-6G dye laser. 
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2.2.7. PAM II 
The PAM II (Preliminary Aerosol Expenment) expenment constructed by Dr Pepin IS 
planned for launch on the Air Force P78-1 satellite on February 19, 1979 PAM II IS a solar 
photometer that operates like the SAGE and SAM II expenments In that It measures solar 
extinction at spacecraft sunnse and sunset events However, Instead of scanning the solar disk, 
the PAM II Instrument POints to the radlOmetnc center of the disk and measures the total sig-
nal from the full dlsk--In a manner slmlar to the measurement that was made uSing SAM on 
the ASTP flight (Pepin 1977) 
PAM II has three optical channels at wavelengths of 0 43, 060 , and 1 0 JLm Its mission 
IS to map vertical profiles of aerosols and ozone by scanning the atmosphere dUTlng spacecraft 
sunnse and sunset events Because P78-1 Will fly In a polar, sun-synchronous high-noon orbit, 
the latitude bands covered by the PAM II expenment Will be restncted to 63 to 82 0 Nand S 
latitude 
Because SAGE's latitude coverage IS expected to extend from the equator to 79 0 Nand S, 
the coverage of the PAM II and SAGE sensors Will overlap partially At the times overlap 
occurs there Will be opportunities to compare measurements made by the two Independent 
remote-sounding systems The PAM II ozone measurements Will be avaIlable for extendIng the 
study of the SAGE vertical ozone profiles to higher latitudes 
2.2.8. Other Ozone Sensors 
A vanety of sensors IS available for In Situ ozone observatIOns on aircraft platforms It IS 
likely that most measurements of thiS type Will be made With the Daslbl ultraVIOlet absorption 
Instrument, which mOnitors ozone on a continuous baSIS by means of a long-pass UV absorp-
tIOn cell The light source In thiS system IS a 253 7-nm Hg lamp To obtaIn correctIOns for 
lamp or electroniC dnft, the Instrument contInuously compares the Signal from the sample cell 
With that of an Identical reference chamber The gas stream flOWIng through the reference cell 
IS first scrubbed of all ozone The difference between the Signal from the sample chamber and 
ItS counterpart from the reference cell then constitutes a measure of the absolute ozone con-
centratIOn 
2.3. Aerosol Sensors 
2.3.1. Dustsonde 
Figure 11 shows a schematic draWing of the University of Wyoming balloon-borne dust-
sonde that IS planned for ground truth In the SAGE program Its mode of operation IS as fol-
lows Air sampled during balloon ascent and parachute descent IS pumped at approximately 
o 75 I/mIn In a well-defined stream through the focal pomt of the condenser lens In the 2 5-hter 
scattenng chamber, where the mdlvldual stratospheriC aerosol particles scatter I1ght mto the 
microscopes The hght pulses that can be observed With the microscope are detected and 
amphfied by the photomulttphers By means of pulse height dlscnmlnatlOn and careful labora-
tory cahbratlOn With aerosols of known size and mdex of refractIOn, the Integral concentratIOn 
of aerosol particles With radII greater than 0 15 and 025 JLm can be determined We Will refer 
to these mtegral concentratIOns as N 15 and N 25, respectively 
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Two photomultIpliers are used to enhance the slgnal-to-nOlse ratto by countmg only com-
cldent events from the two detectors The background nOIse for the system IS mamly due to 
RayleIgh scattermg from aIr molecules m the chamber at low altttude and from cosmIc ray scm-
tlllatlon In the photomultlpher glass at hIgh altItude The reqUIrement for comcldence of events 
from the two detectors removes the contnbutlOn due to the cosmIc ray scmtlilatlOn The back-
ground IS measured approxImately every fifteen mmutes durmg the fltght by havmg filtered au 
pass through the chamber The background produced by the RayleIgh scattermg IS neghglble 
above a 10-km altItude Below thIs altItude the measured correctIons for the background are 
employed The dustsonde IS also equIpped wIth rawmsonde temperature elements for recordmg 
the vertIcal temperature profile 
ResolutIOn and Accuracy 
FIgure 11 shows a tYPIcal dustsonde-measured profile of particle number densIty Note 
that below about 18 km the vertical resolutIon IS better than 1 km m both particle sIze chan-
nels Professor Rosen has performed an analysIs of the accuracy of dustsonde measurements 
(e g Hofmann et aI, 1975) The majOr sources of error are countmg statistics and possIble 
vanatlOns m the refractIve mdex of partIcles The countmg method and sensor channels are 
desIgned to mmlmlze these errors, for stratosphenc heIghts below 25 km they result m tYPIcal 
uncertamtles of about 8% for both Channels I and II (r ~ 0 15 and 015 /-tm, respectively) 
Above 25 km these errors tend to mcrease sIgnificantly because of poorer countmg statistics 
and less accurate measurement of the sampled aIr volume 
Dustsonde measurements can be converted to an estImated partIculate 1 O-J.Lm extmctlon 
coefficIent by usmg an assumed refractIve mdex and a two-parameter sIze dIstributIOn fitted to 
the two-channel dustsonde data on N 15 and N 15 FIgure 13 shows the dependence of the 
conversIOn ratIo on optIcal model properties 
[The sIze dlstnbutlon functIOns and refractive mdlces shown have been denved from 
measurements by vanous mvestlgators--e g Hofmann et al (I 975), Toon and Pollack (I 976), 
Hams and Rosen (I 976), SWlssler and Hams (I976) However, to generate the complete range 
of values shown for each curve, parameters were vaned, sometImes beyond the range of obser-
vatIons Note that observatIons of N l5/N 15 less than 1 are very rare, and average values for 
stratosphenc layers several km thIck are tYPIcally between 3 and 5 1 
In a gIven dustsonde measurement the channel ratIO, N liN 15' IS known, but the particle 
sIze model and refractIve mdex can m general only be estImated on the baSIS of prevIOus meas-
urements Thus, the conversIOn ratIo uncertainty IS gIven by the vertIcal spread m the curves 
above the measured value of N liN 15 FIgure 14 shows the one-standard-devlatlon spread for 
the dIfferent aerosol composItions As can be seen, the uncertamty m convertmg a two-channel 
dustsonde measurement to 1 O-/-tm extmctlOn IS thus about ± 25% If partIcle composItIOn IS 
unknown, and about ± 15% If the refractIve mdex IS known to be one of the two values shown 
In FIgure 13 (I e, eIther slhcate or aqueous sulfunc- aCId composItIOn) A sImIlar conclusIOn 
was obtamed by Pepm and Cernl (I 977) 
2.3.2. Airborne Lidar 
An aIrborne hdar for SAGE and SAM-II ground truth measurements has been developed 
under the dIrectIOn of WIlham Fuller at NASA Langley Research Center (LRC) The hdar 
deSIgn IS based on a study by Evans (I 977), wIth appropnate modIficatIOns by LRC personnel 
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EXAMPLE OF TWO-CHANNEL DUSTSONDE MEASUREMENT OF PARTICLE NUMBER DENSITY, 
OBTAINED AT MCMURDO STATION (78° S, 16]0 E) DURING NONVOLCANIC CONDITIONS (12 
JANUARY 1973) 
(a) Number of particles with radiUS ~O 15 JLm (N 15, measured by channell) Smooth curves are 
lines of constant mixing ratio (particle number per mg of air) (b) RatiO of numbers of particles 
measured by channels I and II N 25 IS number of particles With radiUS ~ 025 JLm, and IS measured 
by Channel II RatIO data are plotted at heights where Channel II data are available N 15 data are 
Interpolated at these heights In computing ratios 
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FIGURE 14 MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF COMPUTED EXTINCTION-TO-NUMBER RATIOS 
Each curve IS the result of Mle calculations for five different types of size dlstrrbutlon functions 
Table 6 shows the design parameters, Figure 15 a photo of the hdar Itself (Although It 
currently uses only a ruby laser, plans call for the Nd-YAG laser and associated detector to be 
added m time for at least some of the SAGE correlattve measurements) Figure 16 Illustrates 
the orgamzatlOn of the airborne hdar project 
The platform for the airborne hdar IS the P-3 aircraft of the NASA Wallops Fhght Center 
ResolutIOn and Accuracy 
Measurements with the NASA Langley 48" ruby hdar, the SRI 16" ruby-dye hdar, and the 
NCAR ruby hdar, among others, have shown that stratosphenc aerosol measurements can be 
made with a vertical resolutIOn of 1 km or better (up to about 30 km) by accumulatmg photons 
Table 6 
DESIGN PARAMETERS OF AIRBORNE LIDAR 
Transmitter Ruby NdYAG 
Wavelength (#Lm) 06943 106 
Energy per Pulse (J) 1 0 05 
Repetltton Rate (pps) 1 0- 20 
Pulse Width (n sec) 30 20 
Beam Divergence (md 1 0 1 0 
Beam Diameter (cm) 8 76 
Receiver 
Diameter (cm) 36 36 
Field of View (md 2 2 
Filter Bandwidth (A) 10 10 
Optical Elf to PMT 035 035 
PMT Quant Elf 010 003 
Skyhght Background· [w/(m2 srA)] 2xlO-4 13xlO-5 
Data Acqulsltton 
BandwIdth 1-25 mHz 
ADC Rate 10 mHz (max) 
ADC ResolutIOn 10 BIt 
ADC Memory 2048 Words 
Computer Memory 32 K 16-Blt Words 
MagnetIc Tape 45 IPS, 800 CPI, 9 Track 
·For zenIth-vlewmg Itdar flymg above 6 km, wIth sun near honzon 
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FIGURE 16 ORGANIZATION OF AIRBORNE LlDAR PROJECT 
for reasonable amounts of tIme The accuracy of the particulate backscattermg coefficients 
denved from such measurements IS a strong and comphcated functIOn of the laser wavelength, 
other hdar parameters, skylight background, aerosol concentratIOn, the proximity of the nearest 
radIOsonde soundmg, the vahdlty of normaitzatlon procedures, and even the uncertamty 10 the 
ozone vertical profile To evaluate this accuracy for reahstlc situatIons we have developed a 
computer program that simulates the measurement and data analYSIS process, as shown 10 Fig-
ure 17 (A parameter shown 10 Figure 17 IS the scattermg ratIo, R, a central quantIty denved 
10 the analYSIS of stratospheric itdar data It IS defined as R = (Bp + Bg) IBg, where Bp dnd Bg 
are respectively the particulate and gaseous backscattermg coefficients} 
At each appropnate step of the simulation the program computes the relative uncertamty 
10 each denved quantIty by usmg an analytical expressIOn The sources of error mclude (1) 
Signal measurement error, (2) molecular density uncertamty, (3) aerosol and ozone transmis-
SIOn uncertamty, and (4) normaitzatlOn uncertamty As a check on the analytical expressIOns 
for error propagatIOn, random number generators (symbolized by Circles 10 Figure 17) are used 
to Inject random errors from sources (1)-(3) at appropnate pomts of the simulatIon [Error 
(4), normalizatIOn, affects the entIre denved profile 10 a systematic way and should not be 
simulated by different random errors at each data pomt] Table 7 lists the sizes of the error 
sources used 10 the simulatIOns (Justification for the chosen error sizes IS given by Russell et 
al , 1976a,b ) 
Figures 18-20 show the results of usmg the program to simulate airborne Iidar measure-
ments for different latitudes and aerosol conditIons 
2.3.3. Ground-Based Lidar 
2.3.3.1. NASA Langley 48" Ruby Lidar System 
Shown 10 Figure 21 IS the Langley Research Center's 48" laser radar (hdar) rystem It 
compnses two temperature-controlled lasers (ruby and neodymIUm-doped glass) mounted on 
either side of an fl10 Cassegram telescope conslstmg of a 48-mch-dlameter f/2 all-metal pn-
mary and a 10-mch diameter secondary mtrror A schematic of the system IS displayed m Fig-
ure 22 The detector package output IS recorded by a high-speed data acquIsitIOn system Ana-
log Signals are ampitfied and bandwldth-hmlted, digitIzed at a to-MHz rate With 8-blt accuracy, 
and then recorded on magnetic tape Pulse count data are amplified, dlscnmmated, counted at 
a 200-MHz rate, and also stored on magnetic tape Altitude resolution IS obtamed by usmg the 
variable 0-, 5-, or 10-mlcrosecond} bm widths that are available A 16K-word-storage com-
puter IS used to control the data acquIsItion system and provide data processmg An X-band 
microwave radar, boreslghted With the laser system aXIS, IS used to ensure safe operatIOn m the 
atmosphere A rotatmg shutter reduces laser fluorescence after Q-swltchmg The entire system 
IS mobile and can scan 10 elevatIOn and aZimuth at a slew rate of 10 per second 
Presently the 48" system IS bemg updated for simultaneous two-channel measurements 
and the additIOn of new ten-bit accuracy analog-to-dlgltal converters In additIOn, a real-tIme 
graphics display system IS bemg added 
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SIMULATION PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATING LlDAR MEASUREMENT ERRORS 
AL IS the hdar wavelength Each simulation IS also performed for the SAM II/SAGE 
wavelength. 1 0 /Lm Circles symbohze random number generators that Inject 
simulated errors Into derived quantities at appropriate steps of the computation 
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Table 7 
ASSUMED SIZES OF ERROR SOURCES IN LIDAR DATA ANALYSIS 
Source RelatIve UncertaInty 
Detector SIgnal, S 
(Ts v'S+B+I 
- = S S 
* I % below 30 km (TD ~olecular DensIty, D - = D 3% above 30 km 
(T T2 J(O 4TJ)2 + T~t Two-Way TransmIssIon, T2 = T2 
NormalIzatIon Constant, K 
(TK MIn [0 05(R mdx-I), 0 025(AJO 69J,tm)40S-b]* - = K 
Notes 
B, I = Detector output resultIng from background lIght and Internal nOIse, respectIvely 
TJ, T p = One way optIcal thIckness of ozone and aerosol partIcles, respectIvely, between nor-
malIzatIon altItude and altItude of analysIs 
Rmdx = MaXImum scatterIng ratIo In IIdar profile beIng analyzed 
AL = Lldar wavelength 
b = Exponent of power-law approxImatIOn to wavelength dependence of partIculate back-
scattenng between 069 f.Lm and AL For most practIcal purposes b = I 8 
• Assumes radIosonde denSIty profile avaIlable wIthIn about 100 km and 6 hours of IIdar 
measurement, and no Interventng frontal actIvIty 
t Assumes ±20% uncertaInty In TJ and ±50% uncertdInty In Tp 
* Based on tYPIcal aero!>ol concentratIon present at heIght of mlntmum mIXIng ratIO In a long 
senes of nonvolcantc and postvolcanlc dustsonde measurements at LaramIe, WyomIng, and 
on several ruby IIdar/dustsonde companson expenments The error sIzes shown apply to 
the case In whIch the scattenng ratIO profile IS normalIzed to force ItS mInt mUM to equal 
the value expected from prevIOus dustsonde measurements, rather than the value 1 00 
commonly used If Instead Rmon = I 00 IS forced, the expected errors become asymmetnc 
(always negatIve) and roughly tWIce as large 
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FIGURE 18 LlDAR MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES AND SIMULATED MEASUREMENTS FOR 
THE W-48 (LARAMIE, WYOMING) MODEL ATMOSPHERE 
(a) Model scattenng ratios, simulated measurements (dots), and expected error 
bars (b) Model backscattenng coefficients, simulated measurements (dots), and 
expected error bars (c),(d) Relative uncertainty In particulate backscattenng, 
showing contnbutlons by source 
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LlDAR MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES AND SIMULATED MEASUREMENTS FOR 
THE P-10 (ALBROOK, PANAMA) MODEL ATMOSPHERE 
(a) Model scattenng ratiOS, simulated measurements (dots), and expected error 
bars (b) Model backscattenng coeffiCients, simulated measurements (dots). and 
expected error bars (c).{d) Relative uncertamty In particulate backscattenng, show-
mg contnbutlons by source 
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LlDAR MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES AND SIMULATED MEASUREMENTS FOR 
THE L-3 (LONG REACH, AUSTRALIA) MODEL ATMOSPHERE 
(a) Model scattenng ratios, Simulated measurements (dots), and expected error 
bars (b) Model backscattenng coeffiCients, Simulated measuremens (dots), and 
expected error bars (c),(d) Relative uncertainty In particulate backscatterlng, show-
Ing contributions by source 
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FIGURE 21 THE 4a-INCH (1.22-METERl NASA Ir.ANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER LlDAR SYSTEM 
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2.3.3.2. NCAR 60" Ruby Lidar System 
The NatIOnal Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) In Boulder, Colorado has a 
ground-based ruby hdar that has been used for stratospheric aerosol measurements at various 
ttmes since about 1969 The system IS bUIlt around a 60-Inch-dlameter searchhght mITTor It 
has a pulse energy of 1-2 J and a pulse duratIon of 60 ns The system's field of vIew IS fixed at 
the vertIcal 
ThIS system WIll be operated by Dr Fredertck G Fernald of Denver Umverslty and Mr 
Charles Frush of NCAR as part of the SAGE ground truth program SpecIfically, It was used In 
the LaramIe-Boulder practIce comparattve expenment In September 1978 and WIll be used 10 
the WhIte Sands-Boulder correlattve experiment In February or March 1979 (See also Table 2 
and SectIOns 3 1 and 3 14) 
2.3.3.3. CNRS "eyss Island Lidar System 
Dr M L Chanin of France's Centre NatIOnal de la Recherche SClenttfique (CNRS) WIll 
conduct a program of nocttlucent cloud observatIOns by dye Itdar techmques from Heyss Island 
(80 5°N), where a Itdar statton has been estabhshed slOce 1975 for sodIUm measurements The 
observatIOns, part of a Jomt Franco-SovIet program, are planned to start prior to the SAGE 
launch Dr Chantn has agreed to make avaIlable to the SAGE and SAM II ground truth pro-
grams any NLC observatIons that are near SAM-II or SAGE scans In both space and ttme 
2.3.3.4. NOAA Point Barrow Dye Lidar System 
Dr Ronald Fegley of the NOAA Wave PropagatIOn Laboratory (Boulder, Colorado) IS 
developmg a dye Itdar for mstallatlon at Pomt Barrow, Alaska (71 0 20' N, 1560 38' W) as part 
of NOAA's GeophYSIcal MomtorlOg for Chmattc Change program Startmg 10 spring 1978, 
observatIOns extendtng mto the stratosphere are planned on a weekly baSIS, cloud cover permlt-
tmg We mtend to mclude such data as are made avaIlable 10 the SAM-II and SAGE ground 
truth data sets when thIS IS appropriate However, the hIgh probablhty of cloud cover at Potnt 
Barrow makes the probablhty of data capture wlthm the tIme wtndow of a SAM-II or SAGE 
overflIght smaller than IS acceptable for a primary ground truth sensor Moreover, the short 
wavelength (585 nm) of the hdar YIelds expected errors 10 measured parttculate back scattering 
of greater than ± 30% throughout the stratosphere under nonvolcanlc background condItIOns 
(These errors result pnmarlly from molecular denSIty uncertamtles, see also Sectton 2 2 1 ) !t IS 
for these reasons that an atrborne hdar of longer wavelength (694 or 1060 nm) has been 
developed specIfically for SAM-II and SAGE ground truth measurements 
2.3.4. Polar Nephelometer 
The GeorgIa Tech laser polar nephelometer (Grams, et aI, 1975) measures the angular 
scattenng pattern (often called the scatter 109 phase functIOn) of the hght scattered out of a col-
hmated beam by aerosol partIcles ThIS parameter IS Important for use 10 calculattng the effect 
of aIrborne partIcles on the transfer of radiatIon 10 the atmosphere It can also be used to lOfer 
other phYSIcal properttes of the aerosol partIcles, such as theIr sIze dlstnbutlOn or refracttve 
mdex (e g , Grams, et al , 1974) 
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The nephelometer has been designed to operate In a pressurIzed aircraft cabin, uSing out-
side air ducted through an airflow tube The sample volume IS the intersection of a colhmated 
source beam and the detector field of view within the airflow tube The source IS a hnearly 
polarIzed laser beam The optical system defines a colhmated field of view (05° half-angle), a 
photomultlpher tube IS located Immediately behind an aperture In the focal plane of the obJec-
tive lens to measure the amount of hght scattered from the laser beam A two-channel pulse 
counter, synchronized to the laser output, measures the photomultiplIer pulse rate with the 
hght beam both on and off The difference In these measured pulse rates IS directly propor-
tional to the intensity of the scattered lIght from the volume In which the laser beam and the 
detector field of view Intersect 
The nephelometer IS operated under the control of a mIcroprocessor system The hght-
scatterIng measurements can be made at angles of 15°-165° from the dIrectIOn of propagatIOn of 
the laser beam IntermedIate angles between these extremes are obtained by selecting the 
angular Increments deslfed, pulses proVIded by dIgItal CIrCUIts control a stepPing motor that 
rotates the detector sequentially by preselected angular Increments (usually 5°) The synchro-
nous photon-counting system automatIcally begins to measure the scattered-lIght intensity 
ImmedIately after rotatIOn to the new angle has been completed 
2.3.5. In Situ Particle Sizing Devices 
2.3.5.1. Quartz Crystal Microbalance Cascade Impactor 
The quartz crystal mIcrobalance cascade Impactor (QCM) IS a multIstage Impactor that 
senses the mass of suspended partIcles as a function of partIcle sIze The particles are drawn 
IOtO the sensor and separated aerodynamIcally Into ten sIze Intervals ranging from 005 ILm to 
25 ILm In dIameter (assuming spherIcal partIcles of mass denSIty 2 gm cm-J ) FIgure 23 Illus-
trates the flow through the sensor The aIr velocIty Increases as It flows from one stage of the 
cascade to the next because of the decreaSing dIameters of the entrance Jets Thus, the larger 
partIcles Impact on the upper stages and the smaller ones are carned WIth the flow to the lower 
stages Table 8 lists the 50-percent cut POints (dIameter at whIch the partIcles have 50-percent 
Impaction effiCIency) for each of the ten stages Each Impactor stage contains a plezoelectnc 
crystal mIcrobalance that senses the mass of the partIcles collected by a change In OSCIllator fre-
quency between a reference crystal and the sensing crystal The tIme response IS on the order 
of two seconds, so that temporal or spatial vanatlOns are resolved Laboratory analYSIS (scan-
nlOg electron microscopy) can be performed on the samples for elemental composItIOn and 
morphology 
ThIS technique can proVIde data that are free of some of the ambIguIties present In hght-
sCdtterlng and other remotely sensed data Information needed to expand the usefulness of 
satellIte data for radIatIve transfer and assOCIated modeling studIes can be obtained 
NASA Langley owns two of these QCM Instruments One of them, WIth an Improved 
deSIgn for hIgh-altItude samplIng, was flown aboard the NCAR Sabrellner up to an altItude of 
13 km, It performed successfully In measunng the stratosphenc aerosol size dlstnbutlon over 
the FaIrbanks, Alaska area In May 1977 and over the Sondrestrom, Greenland area In 
November 1978 as part of the SAM-II ground truth program It was also flown aboard the 
NCAR Queen AIr over Guatemala, where, In February 1978, It successfully measured the sIze 
dlstnbutlOn of volcaniC aerosols In addItIOn, the InstrumentlOn was flown WIth the aIrborne 
hdar on the WFC P-3 during the LaramIe practice comparative expenment In September 1978 
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REFERENCE CRYSTAL 
-STAGE 1 
-STAGE 2 
STAGE 3 
-STAGE 4-10 
FIGURE 23 ILLUSTRATION OF AIR FLOW THROUGH THE 1 O-ST AGE oeM 
CASCADE IMPACTOR 
These expenments demonstrate the Impactor's sUItabIlity for aIrborne measurements and Its 
abIlity to provIde useful data on atmosphenc aerosols FIgure 24 shows the aIrcraft mountmg 
for the mIcrobalance LIsted below are the specIficatIOns relevant to aIrcraft operatIOn 
Cascade and AerodynamIc Housmg 
External dImensIOns 
WeIght 
Control Umts 
External dImensIOns 
WeIght 
Power ReqUIrements 
Pump Motor 
Electromcs 
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5-mch-dlameter cylinder 
22 m long wIth hemlsphencal end caps 
15 lbs 
19-mch rack mount 
7 m hIgh 
12 m deep 
8lbs 
28 V dc, 2 amps 
115 Vac, 50-60 Hz, 1 amp 
Table 8 
50%-EFFICIENCY POINTS FOR THE CELESCO MODEL C-IOOO 
QCM CASCADE IMP ACTOR 
50%-Cut-Polnt DlaIpeter 
Stage No (M Icrometers) 
1 250 
2 125 
3 63 
4 32 
5 1 6 
6 08 
7 04 
8 02 
9 o 1 
10 005 
* 3 Assuming ~pherlcal particles of mass density 2 g cm-
Major Equipment Subsystems 
Ten-stage cascade-sensmg stack assembly with remote-controlled 
motor-driven Inlet valve 
Sample-air pump 
Isokmetlc air Inlet 
Aerodynamic housmg 
Control unit for 19-Inch rack mountmg (mcludes power supply, 
signal conditIOning electromcs, and prmter) 
Interfacing cable 
The current plan IS to transfer thl'i high-altitude QCM to the NASA Ames U-2 and fly It 
as a SAGE correlative sensor at White Sands m February or March 1979 (See Experiment 2 m 
Table 1) 
2.3.5.2. Other In Situ Particle-Sizing Devices 
It IS possible that other particle-SIZing devices may be employed on aircraft platforms dur-
Ing the SAGE ground truth program For example, a Chmet Single-particle optical counter was 
Installed on the NCAR Sabrehner aircraft along With the Georgia Tech polar nephelometer and 
the NASA Langley quartz crystal microbalance durmg the November 1978 SAM II ground 
truth program In Sondrestrom, Greenland The principle of operatIOn of thiS type of mstru-
ment7 IS Similar to that of the Umverslty of Wyommg dustsonde (SectIOn 2 3 1), Ie, aerosol 
7Counters or thIS type dre mdnurdctured by such compdnles as Bausch and Lomb, 810 Linden Avenue Rochester New York 14615 
(llmet In,truments (ompdny 1140 BIrchwood Drive Sunnyvdle, Cdhrornld 94086 Pdrllcle Medsurlng Systems 1855 S 57th Court 
Boulder (olorddo Royw Instrument, Inc 141 Jefferson Drive, Menlo Pdrk Cdhrornl894025 
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FIGURE 24 CONFIGURATION FOR EXTERNAL AIRCRAFT MOUNTING OF QUARTZ CRYSTAL 
MICROBALANCE 
particles flow through an Illummated volume, light scattered by an mdlvldual particle mto a par-
ticular solid angle IS sensed photoelectrically, and the response pulses are classified accordmg to 
their magnitude 
Other possible techniques that could be employed for m Situ measurements mclude the 
use of deVices for collectmg particles by ImpactIOn and then analyzmg the sample m the labora-
tory to establish the particle Size, shape, and compOSition by electron microscopy (e g , Ferry 
and Lem, 1974) In a Similar fashIOn, Nuclepore filters With very small pore diameters might 
be used to collect particles to obtam samples for analYSIS by scanning electron microscopy (e g , 
Patterson and Gillette, 1977) Other techniques for samphng aerosol particles have been 
descTlbed by Grams and Rosen (I978) However, many of these techniques have not been 
employed m stratospheTlc samplmg programs, and thus modificatIOns of the samphng equip-
ment would probably be required 
2.3.6. Noctilucent Cloud Sightings 
The International Noctllucent Cloud (NLC) Program, m cooperatIOn With the World 
Meteorologlcdl OrganlZdtlon, records and collates observatIOns of noctllucent clouds (particulate 
layers m the 73-95 km altitude region) Mr E J Truhlar of the Canadian AtmospheTlc 
EnVironment Service (AES) collects observatIOns from 60 Canadian and 16 US statIOns, and 
Dr D H Mclntosh of the University of Edmburgh (UE) collects them for Western Europe 
We have made arrangements to receive tabulations of slghtmgs (With about one month's delay) 
from the AES and UE and Will attempt to make Similar arrangements With others Sample 
tabulations, relevant correspondence, and a descnptlon of the observatIOn charactenstlcs are 
given m AppendiX C 
Resolution and Accuracy 
Bronshten and GTlshlken (I975) estimate that the height accuracy of the "best" NLC 
measurements IS better than 1 km (see also AppendiX C) Presumably the "best" measure-
ments are those made With aligned cameras or Visually With theodolites Many slghtmgs are 
made With the unaided eye, and their height accuracy IS probably conSiderably worse than 1 km 
Uncertamtles m the size dlstTlbutlOn and shape of NLC particles, together With the uncahbrated 
bTlghtness scale of observatIOns, make conversIOn of slghtmgs to 1 O-JLm extmctlOn coeffiCients 
extremely approximate at best The purpose of the NLC slghtmgs Will be to prOVide time and 
location data for companson With any layers detected by SAGE m the 73-95 km regIOn 
Because of the paucity of other particulate data m thiS height regIOn, the NLC data are con-
Sidered an Important source of ground truth mformatlOn 
2.3.7. SAM II 
The Stratosphenc Aerosol Measurement II (SAM II) was launched on the Nimbus 7 satel-
lite m October 1978 SAM II IS a scanning solar photometer that operates Similarly to SAGE, 
however, It has only one optical channel--at wavelength 1 0 JLm (the longest SAGE 
wavelength) SAM II's miSSIOn IS to map vertical profiles of aerosol extmctlOn by scannmg 
through the atmosphere durmg spacecraft sunnse and sunset events Because of the Nimbus 7 
orbit these vertical profiles Will be restTlcted to two latitude bands 64°_80° Nand S (See, e g , 
Russell et al , 1978 ) 
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SInce SAGE's coverage IS expected to extend from the equator to 75° Nand S, there IS 
some overlap In the coverage of the SAM II and SAGE sensors Moreover, the seasonal 
dependence of coverage Indicates that there will be occurrences of near-coIncidence In space 
and time between SAM II and SAGE scans When this occurs comparisons will be made--as a 
means of evaluatIng the mutual consistency of the two measurements In particular, near-
cOIncidences are expected to occur In late spring and early fall of 1979 near Sondrestrom, 
Greenland SAGE Correlative Experiment 4 (see Table 2 and SectIOn 324) alms to provide 
correlative ozone, aerosol, and other measurements at the time of one or more of these COIn-
Cidences 
2.4. NO 2 and Multiconstituent Sensors 
2.4.1. Pepin Balloon-Borne Sunphotometer and Spectrometer 
The Umverslty of WyomIng has developed a balloon-borne sunphotometer and spectrom-
eter system The photometer contaInS a seven-channel Instrument, four channels of which are 
spectrally eqUivalent to the SAGE Instrument The spectral wavelengths for the Instrument are 
Channel # Wavelength (/Lm) 
I 039 
2 043 
3 045 
4 060 
5 082 
6 093 
7 I 00 
The spectrometer scans the spectral Interval between 037 and 1 1 /Lm with wavelength resolu-
tIOn on the order of 0 05 /Lm Dunng fltght both Instruments on the balloon gondola lock onto 
the sun and view It dUring the sunrise or sunset event 
ResolutIOn and A Lcuracy 
The photometer and spectrometer have the capablhty to measure the Intensity of the sun 
as viewed through the atmosphere with a preCISIOn of ± 0 1 % of that Intensity Both Instru-
ments are cahbrated dUring the extInction balloon fltght by obserVIng the sun at high elevation 
angles from the balloon platform and then extrapolatIng the observed signal to conditions out-
Side the atmosphere ObservatIOns are made to less than 001 airmass 
Both the photometer and spectrometer measurIng systems make use of the total solar 
diSk, rather than the partial disk observed by the SAGE scan system SInce these systems are 
used at balloon altitude, not at spacecraft altitude, they achieve vertical resolution of the same 
order as SAGE, but do not reqUire high POIntIng accuracy and are less sensitive to refraction 
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ConversIOn to Particulate and Ozone ExtmctlOn Profiles 
The measurements from the photometer and spectrometer systems will be converted to 
extmctlOn profiles usmg the method outhned by Pepm 0970, 1977) The spectral mtervals 
around the SAGE bands can be studied by usmg the spectrometer measurements made at spec-
tral mtervals near the SAGE observatIOns 
2.4.2. Murcray Interferometer and Spectrometer 
NO 1 was first detected 10 the lower stratosphere by means of absorptIOn features observed 
10 mfrared solar spectra, these features are associated with the V3 band 10 the 1618 cm- I regIOn 
(Murcray et aI, 1968, Goldman et aI, 1970) The few altitude profiles currently available for 
NO 1 10 thiS wavelength regIOn have been denved from mfrared solar spectra obtamed by bal-
loons, although some recent results have been reported for the same spectral regIOn used by 
SAGE (Kerr et al , 1977, Goldman et al , 1978) 
In view of the smalI amount of data available concermng the altitude dlstnbutlOn of N01, 
there IS no accepted measunng techmque that can be apphed to obtam "ground truth" data for 
SAGE It IS rather proposed that a balloon flight be performed to obtam a vertical profile of 
NO 1 usmg the mfrared solar spectral techmque for companson with the profile obtamed by 
SAGE The spectral data required for this companson w!ll be obtamed by means of the 
Umverslty of Denver balloon-borne mterferometer system, which consists of an mterferometer 
capable of obtammg solar spectra with a resolutIOn of 001 cm- I covenng the 1600 cm- I region 
PrevIous expenments have shown that this resolution IS more than adequate to determme an 
NO 1 profile from sunset solar spectra The system mcludes a biaxial pomtmg control, a PCM 
telemetry system, an on-board digital magnetic tape-recordmg system, and power supphes for 
operatmg the vanous components The balloon flight will be performed as part of a senes of 
flights for NASA and will obtam comparative data Many constituents 10 addition to N01 w!ll 
also be measured 
NO 1 total column data have also been obtamed from ground-based vIsible spectra with a 
techmque Imtlally proposed by Brewer (973) and used extensively by Noxon By obtammg 
data on the ground from the scattered sunhght after sunset (solar zeDith angles > 90° ) one 
can use an Umkehr techmque to obtam some profile data The spectral resolutIOn needed 10 
this type of measurement IS not high, the mam tequlrement for the measurement IS wide 
dynamiC range 
A balloon-borne UV-vlslble gratmg spectrometer system sUitable for collectmg data of this 
sort will be mcorporated mto the P3 aircraft mstrumentatlOn The advantages of operatmg the 
system from the aircraft are twofold the mcreased latitude range over which companson data 
can be obtamed and the ablhty to obtam data when the weather precludes domg so from the 
ground The spectrometer system IS a 0 5-meter Czerny-Turner system that IS double-passed 
The radiatIOn IS mterrupted by a tunmg-fork chopper after the first pass and the radiatIOn IS 
synchronously detected, which results 10 a slgmficant reductIOn 10 stray hght The system IS 
capable of a 03A resolutIOn, but for this apphcatlOn It w!ll be degraded to -5A Data w!ll be 
recorded by means of a digital magnetic-tape recordmg system 
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2.4.3. LIMS Instrument Package 
The LIMS Instrument Package (LIP) consists of a number of mstruments that will pro-
vide measurements for vahdatmg the data obtamed from the Limb Infrared Monttor of the 
Stratosphere (LIMS) expenments on Nimbus 7 ThiS balloon-borne package IS scheduled for 
two or three flights 10 support of the LIMS expenment The sensors on the LIP will measure 
ozone, water vapor, mtnc aCid, temperature, and pressure The mstruments are 0) a Daslbl 
ozone sensor (Johnson Space Center), (2) an mfrared emiSSIOn radIOmeter (BelgIUm), (3) an 
absorbmg filter sensor (NCAR), (4) a water vapor mfrared radiometer (Umted Kmgdom) and 
(5) an electrochemical concentratIon cell sonde and radIOsonde (Wallops Fhght Center) Max-
Imum altitude of the LIP IS approximately 35 km All LIP data, as well as other ground truth 
data for LIMS, are expected to be stored at NOAA/NESS 10 SUitland, Maryland The sensor 
sCientIsts are (1) Dr Don Robbms (JSC), (2) Dr Carlos Lippens (BelgIUm), (3) Dr Bruce 
Gandrud (NCAR), (4) Dr John Hames (U K) and (5) Mr Lawrence ROSSI (WFC) Mr Ed 
Szajna and Mr Fred Witten (GSFC) are the LIP manager and engmeer, respectively 
The pOSSibility of makmg a LIP flight from Palestme, Texas 10 comcldence with a SAGE 
tangent scan IS bemg explored with members of the European ad hoc ground truth group (see 
Table 3) In additIOn, a LIP flight scheduled for LIMS support 10 Cold Lake, Alberta, 10 Febru-
ary 1979 may be sufficiently close 10 space and tIme to a SAGE tangent scan to proVide useful 
correlatIve data 
2.4.4. Noxon Spectrometer 
As mdlcated above (SectIOn 2 4 3) NO 1 was mltIally detected m the stratosphere by means 
of absorption features observed m mfrared solar spectra obtamed from a balloon N01 also has 
a strong absorptIOn band m the VISible regIOn, Noxon has used thiS band to obtam total column 
data on stratosphenc N01 wIth a ground-based spectrometer system The VISible region has the 
advantage that spectral scans of the zemth sky made at solar zemth angles > 90° contam 
absorptIOn features resultmg from the path of solar radiatIOn m the stratosphere Noxon's sys-
tem, deSigned to be portable, has been used by him to obtam data over a wide range of lati-
tudes A descnptlOn of hiS mstrumentatlOn, data reductIOn procedures, and the results he has 
achieved IS contamed m a recent senes of articles (Noxon et al , 1978, Noxon, 1978) It IS pro-
posed that thiS system be utIlized as part of the ground truth obervatIon program scheduled for 
late February 1979 at White Sands Provmg Ground 
2.4.5. SchmeUekopf Chemiluminescent Sensor 
As mdlcated above, the amount of data currently available on the altItude dlstnbutlOn of 
NO 1 IS limited All data obtamed so far are based on spectroscopIc techmques and have been 
secured by remote sensmg Schmeltekopf has developed an mstrument for obtammg 10 Situ 
N01 data that makes use of a chemllummescent NO sensor constructed for balloon-borne 
operatIOn The umt first measures NO With the chemllummescent techmque and then, usmg a 
mercury lamp, converts the N01 present m the atmosphere to NO by photodlssoclatlOn The 
NO concentratIOn IS then remeasured, the mcrease over the precedmg measurement denotes 
the NO 1 concentratIOn The system has not been flown yet, but Will be flown as part of the 
SAGE ground truth plan If It IS operatIonal by then 
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2.4.6. LIMS 
The Limb Infrared MOnItor of the Stratosphere (LlMS) expenment on the Nimbus 7 
satelhte IS bemg conducted to determme global-scale vertical dlstnbutlOns of temperature, as 
well as of several gases mvolved 10 the chemistry of the ozone 10 the stratosphere Profiles of 
ozone (03), nItrogen dioxide (NO 1)' nItnc aCid (HN03), water vapor (H10), and temperature 
are determmed with fine vertical resolutIOn from the lower stratosphere (=10 km) to the lower 
mesophere (=65 km) These data are denved by mvertmg measured hmb radiance profiles 
obtamed by LlMS, an mfrared multispectral scannmg radIOmeter Measurements are made 10 
each of SIX spectral regions one each 10 the 9 6 I'm 03 band, the 6 3 I'm NO 1 band, the 6 2 
I'm H10 band, and the 11 3 I'm HN03 band, and two 10 the 15 I'm band of CO 1 
ThiS expenment IS a follow-on to the successful Limb Radiance InverSIOn Radiometer 
(LRIR) expenment flown on Nimbus 6 to measure 0 3, H10, and temperature The LlMS 
mstrument IS Identical to the LRIR 10 many respects, but with the essential difference that two 
detectors were added to the focal plane array and five parameters are bemg measured rather 
than three The honzon scan rate was also decreased from one degree per second to a quarter 
degree per second to proVide Improved slgnal-to-nOlse performance These changes faClhtate 
the measurement of constituents with small signals (e g NO 1, HN03) and allow extensIOn of 
these measurements to lower and higher altitudes 
A programmed scannmg mirror 10 the radiometer causes the field of view of the ~I,\ .ictec-
tors to make comcldent vertical scans across the earth's honzon The data from these scans are 
stored on tape for later transmiSSIOn to the ground Dunng data reductIOn the measured lImb 
radiance profiles from the carbon dioxide channels are operated on by mverslOn algonthms to 
determme the vertical temperature dlstnbutlon ThiS mferred temperature profile, together 
With the radiance profiles 10 the other channels, IS then used to mfer the vertical dlstnbutlOn of 
the trace constItuents 
Compansons of the ozone and N01 profiles measured by SAGE With those measured by 
LlMS Will be made for cases 10 which the two measurements are 10 suffiCient proximity In 
additIOn, the LlMS Expenment Team plans to use SAGE and SAM-II data on aerosols and thm 
clouds to IdentIfy any possible effects on the LlMS data (Russell and Gille, 1978) 
2.4.7. SBUV ITOMS 
The Solar and Backscattered UltravIOlet (SBUV) mstrument on the Nimbus 7 satelhte 
should provide ozone profiles between 30 and 45 km With a vertIcal resolutIOn of 3-5 km and a 
preCISIOn of 5-10% In thiS height regIOn the tIme scale for ozone changes IS expected to be 
several days or longer Therefore, the dlffermg local measurement times of SAGE (sunnse and 
sunset) and SBUV (approXimately local noon) are not expected to mvahdate compansons of 
observed ozone profiles It IS planned that compansons Will be restncted to spatIal separations 
of ±500 km Concurrent SAGE data on aerosols and on neutral denSity Will be used to elIm-
mate some of the uncertamtles mherent 10 the mverslOn procedures for the two expenments 
SAGE ozone profiles can also be compared agamst total ozone observatIOns determmed 
both by SBUV, which views an area approXimately 200 km X 200 km, and by the Nlmbus-7 
Total Ozone MOnItormg System (TOMS), which views an area approXimately 50 km X 50 km 
Total ozone observatIOns Will be compared durmg SAGE and SBUV ITOMS comcldences (as 
defined above) Moreover, the TOMS Instrument Will scan across the satelhte track, thus 
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providing almost full global coverage for total ozone dUrIng a 24-hour perIod TOMS observa-
tions may therefore also be used to indicate spatl~1 varIabIlity at the time of the major ground 
truth experIments depicted In Table 2 
2.5. Temperature, Pressure, or Density Sensors 
2.5.1. Balloon-Borne Radiosonde 
The radIOsondes IS a balloon-borne, battery-powered, meteorological Instrument that 
automatically transmits to a ground receiVIng statIOn radIO signals relating to the pressure, tem-
perature, and humidity of the aIr from the surface to a height of approximately 30 km Wind 
dIrectIOn and speed data are calculated from the rIse and hOrIzontal drIft of the radIOsonde, 
which are measured by the ground receiving station (RA WIN Set AN/GMD) 
The radIOsonde system IS enclosed In a plastic and paper contaIner and IS approximately 
40 cm high, 17 cm Wide, and 12 cm thick It weighs 392 grams Without batterIes Figure 25 
shows the flight configuration of this Instrument when attached to a standard 1200-gram 
Weather Service balloon 
The precIsion of the radIOsonde Instrument IS speCified below 
AtmospherIc Pressure 
Temperature 
Relative Humidity 
1060 mb to 50 mb 50 mb to 20 mb 
±2 mb ±O 5 mb 
±O 5°C 
20 mb to 2 mb 
025 mb 
Within ±5% at temperatures +40°C to O°C 
SectIOn 4 2 4 1 desCrIbes the radIOsonde data, theIr management, distrIbutIOn, and so forth 
2.5.2. Super Loki Datasonde 
The Super Loki datasonde IS the standard rocket-launched meteorological payload used by 
the US meteorological communIty It IS used to measure vertical profiles of atmospherIc tem-
perature and WInd between 70 and 20 km Figure 26 depicts this system In descent 
configuratIOn suspended below ItS decelerator after launch by the Super Loki rocket This sys-
tem IS used In conjunctIOn With a GMD set at 168(} MHz 
The preCISIOn of the Super Loki datasonde system IS from 1 5 to 3 5 C for temperature 
data, ±3msec- 1 for the Wind data, 1 5-3% for pressure and 3-5% for density 
SectIOn 4 2 4 2 desCrIbes the data handlIng aspects of this Instrument system 
8Vchlclc, dnd Sensors of the lJPN 607 Applications Sounding Rocket Progrdm October 1977 Prellmlndry 
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BALLOON 
PARACHUTE 
RADIOSOM)E 
NOT TO SCALE 
TOTAL LENGTH 
Z 20 M 
FIGUBE 25 RADIOSONQE FLIGHT CONFIGURATION 
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2.5.3. NMC Global Data Net 
The NatIOnal MeteorologIcal Center (NMC) wIll supply SAGE wIth profiles of tempera-
ture, pressure-surface heIghts, and densIty Inferred from the NMC upper-aIr data network 
(prIncIpally balloonsondes, rocketsondes, and satellIte sensors) Procedures for derIVIng these 
profiles and the data format are descrIbed In SectIon 4 '1 4 4 
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3. MEASUREMENT SITES, SCHEDULES, AND LOGISTICS 
3.1. Aerosol Practice Comparative Experiment 
An aerosol Practice ComparatIve Expertment was held on September 27, 1978 10 LaramIe, 
Wyommg It mcluded flIghts by the aIrborne Itdar and a dustsonde, as well as ground-based 
Itdar measurements at NCAR 10 Boulder, Colorado (see Section 1 3 3 2) Its purpose was to 
develop multlsensor and multlplatform coordmatlon procedures, and also to test data reductIOn 
and compartson techmques, as mentIOned prevIously 10 Section 1 2 
LaramIe, Wyommg, was chosen as the preferred sIte for the PractIce ComparatIve Expert-
ment because of ItS proxImIty to the Umverslty of Wyommg ThIs was a cost-reducmg factor 
that also slmpltfied the logIstIcs of the dustsonde balloon flIght and maxImIzed chances of 
mstrument recovery Although the balloon-borne sunphotometer was unable to partIcIpate 10 
the PractIce Expertment, It IS expected that both the sunphotometer and spectrometer wIll be 
avaIlable for the February 1979 ground truth expertments at WhIte Sands 
3.2. Post launch Measurements 
3.2.1. Predicting SAGE Tangent Times and Locations 
The SAGE tangent tImes and locatIOns are determmed by the AEM-B orbIt parameters 
(mclmatlOn, heIght, and shape) and the launch time and date (whIch determme the relative 
pOSItIOns of SAGE, the sun and earth surface sItes) Smce none of these factors can be known 
precIsely before launch, exact predIctIOns of tangent ttmes and locatIOns can be made only after 
launch, when orbIt parameters have been accurately determmed POSSIble vartatlOns 10 orbIt 
parameters are conSIderable because the Scout launch rocket IS less controllable than some 
other vehIcles, and AEM-B cannot make postmsertlOn orbIt correcttons Nevertheless, as a 
means of prepanng for postlaunch contmgencles, It IS useful to predIct tangent occurrences for 
nommal orbIt parameters and launch ttmes, as well as for probable vanatlOns 10 these factors 
Edwm F Hamson of NASA Langley Research Center has prepared such a set of 
parametrtc predIctIOns FIgure 27 shows examples of these results, as latttude-vs-Iongltude plots 
of all tangent locatIOns for each of 12 months after launch, assummg a launch tIme of 1030 
EST, January 25, 1979, a CIrcular orbIt wIth a heIght of 600 km, and an mcltnatlOn of 55° Also 
shown on each plot are cIrcles of 500-km radIUs each, centered on Sondrestrom, Greenland, 
Wallops Island, Vlrgtnla, WhIte Sands, New MeXICO, and Natal, BraZIl (The CIrcles appear as 
elltpses because of the map proJectIOn) These CIrcles show at a glance the number of tImes that 
SAGE sunrtse and sunset tangent scans wIll occur wlthm 500 km of each sIte In a gIven month 
A more detaIled look at thIS questIOn of tangent opportumttes IS gIven by Table 9, whIch 
focuses on the first 60 days of the mIssIon (a tIme of tntense ground truth actIvIty, see Table 2) 
and the sItes of Wallops Island, WhIte Sands, and Natal Table 9 conSIders a range of launch 
tImes, two launch dates, and two orbIt shapes A Itst of prtortttzed reqUIrements for SAGE 
tangent locatIOns and tImes IS gIven 10 Table 10 In vIew of Table 9, It appears that a launch 
tIme of about 1030 EST would YIeld the greatest probabllty of satIsfy 109 the reqUIrements of 
Table 10 
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SAGE SUNRISE AND SUNSET TANGENT LOCATIONS FOR SELECTED TIME PERIODS (Continued) 
CalculatIons assume I = 55°, k = 600 km, launch tIme = 1030 EST, 25 January 1979 Elhpses 
have 500·km radIus and are centered at Sondrestrom, Wallops Island, WhIte Sands, and Natal 
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SAGE SUNRISE AND SUNSET TANGENT LOCATIONS FOR SELECTED TIME PERIODS (Continued) 
Calculations assume I = 55°, k = 600 km. launch time = 1030 EST, 25 January 1979 Ellipses 
have 500-km radiUS and are centered at Sondrestrom, Wallops Island. White Sands, and Natal 
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SAGE SUNRISE AND SUNSET TANGENT LOCATIONS FOR SELECTED TIME PERIODS (Continued) 
Calculations assume I = 55°, k = 600 km, launch time = 1030 EST, 25 January 1979 Ellipses 
have 500-km radius and are centered at Sondrestrom, Wallops Island, White Sands, and Natal 
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FIGURE 27 SAGE SUNRISE AND SUNSET TANGENT LOCATIONS FOR SELECTED TIME PERIODS (Continued) 
Calculations assume I = 55°. k = 600 km, launch time = 1030 EST. 25 January 1979 Elhpses 
have 500-km radius and are centered at Sondrestrom. Wallops Island, White Sands. and Natal 
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SAGE SUNRISE AND SUNSET TANGENT LOCATIONS FOR SELECTED TIME PERIODS (Continued) 
Calculations assume I = 55°. k = 600 km. launch time = 1030 EST. 25 January 1979 Ellipses 
have 500-km radius and are centered at Sondrestrom, Wallops Island. White Sands, and Natal 
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FIGURE 27 SAGE SUNRISE AND SUNSET TANGENT LOCATIONS FOR SELECTED TIME PERIODS (Continued) 
Calculations assume I = 55°. k = 600 km. launch time = 1030 EST. 25 January 1979 Elhpses 
have 500-km radius and are centered at Sondrestrom. Wallops Island. White Sands. and Natal 
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SAGE SUNRISE AND SUNSET TANGENT LOCATIONS FOR SELECTED TIME PERIODS (Continued) 
Calculations assume I = 55°, k = 600 km. launch time = 1030 EST. 25 January 1979 Ellipses 
have 500-km radius and are centered at Sondrestrom. Wallops Island. White Sands. and Natal 
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SAGE SUNRISE AND SUNSET TANGENT LOCATIONS FOR SELECTED TIME PERIODS (Contmued) 
Calculations assume I = 55 0 , k = 600 km, launch time = 1030 EST, 25 January 1979 Elhpses 
have 500-km radius and are centered at Sondrestrom, Wallops Island, White Sands, and Natal 
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FIGURE 27 SAGE SUNRISE AND SUNSET TANGENT LOCATIONS FOR SELECTED TIME PERIODS (Concluded) 
Calculations assume I = 55°, k = 600 km, launch time = 1030 EST, 25 January 1979 Ellipses have 
500-km radiUS and are centered at Sondrestrom, Wallops Island, White Sands, and Natal 
Table 9 
SAGE GROUND TRUTH OPPORTUNITIES AS A FUNCTION OF LAUNCH TIME 
OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN 500 km RADIUS 
Sage Wallops Island 
Launch 
(3785 N, 7548 W) 
(EST) MISSIOn Distance, Days km 
0900t 403 1388 
0930t 128 4640 
193* 3369 
1000t 148 3887 
21 3 * 4820 
1030t 168 2789 
222* 4119 
1l00t 188 1586 
452* 432 1 
463* 4600 
1130t 208 36 1 
242* 4355 
472* 3830 
482* 471 1 
0900f 173 * 3763 
183* 4248 
373* 3707 
383* 1677 
598 4481 
0930f 109 4323 
11 8 3710 
183* 3023 
193* 2805 
393* 466 
1000f 128 3665 
13 8 936 
148 4244 
203* 2155 
21 3 * 3636 
413* 2490 
1030f 148 3216 
IS 8 1588 
223* 377 1 
433* 4569 
InC = 55°, launch date = February I, 1979 
*Sunset 
th = (600 X 750) km 
fh = (450 X 700) km 
White Sands Natal, Brazil 
(3238 N, 10648 W) (5 87 S, 35 32 W) 
MISSIOn Distance, MISSIOn Distance, 
Days km Days km 
139 3734 10 2 * 2250 
174* 2535 472* 2236 
414* 1984 557 3805 
174* 4439 122* 4609 
434* 4470 21 7 4895 
129 4392 - -
194* 4175 
454* 4953 
179 4664 - -
214* 3691 
199 3796 - -
21 8 3405 286 4193 
483* 3701 
579 2699 102* 960 
589 3294 187 411 5 
599 3641 11 2 * 3403 
197 3936 
207 3581 
194* 2948 21 7 3916 
227 4349 
482* 3422 
572* 4894 
203* 1903 237 4836 
213* 4075 492* 364 2 
433* 4560 567 1937 
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Table 9 (Concluded) 
OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN 500 km RADIUS 
Sage Wallops Island (3785 N, 75 48 W) 
Launch MISSIon DIstance, (EST) 
, Days km 
0900t 1732 * 331 1 
608 4634 
0930t 128 3374 
139 4265 
1000t 203* 881 
413* 4029 
1030t 158 4273 
168 1430 
I lOOt 232* 1753 
443* 2400 
453* 3953 
09001' 99 3708 
0930'1' 128 4994 
1000'1' 128 3741 
203* 3673 
1030'1' 158 4370 
168 4507 
1100r 158 4500 
168 4044 
232* 1888 
242* 4298 
443* 3138 
100 km=1 11°lat 
=0 87° long 
InC = 55°, h = 600 km 
*Sunset ! Launch date = February 1, 1979 
I Launch date = January 25, 1979 
WhIte Sands Natal, BrazIl 
(3238 N, 10648 W) (5 87 S, 35 32 W) 
MISSIOn DIstance, MISSIOn DIstance, 
Days km Days km 
394* 4132 - -
404 * 4052 
149 3683 11 2 * 3670 
174* 1047 202 3053 
472* 341 1 
424 * 3742 - -
434* 2021 
179 2008 142* 4661 
203* 1670 152* 4247 
242* 2563 
587 3242 
453* 4628 - -
463* 1278 
174* 3188 - -
394* 4583 
174* 3884 11 2 * 4266 
184* 4833 207 2164 
472* 3038 
557 4939 
149 4236 - -
424 * 3437 
434* 3102 
179 4202 152* 3750 
203* 4340 237 4463 
214* 3945 247 3633 
502* 3503 
587 272 2 
179 4147 - -
453* 3655 
463* 1646 
100 km= 1 07°lat 100 km=O 91 °lat 
=0 86°1ong =086°long 
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Table 10 
PRIORITY OF SAGE SATELLITE COINCIDENCE SITES 
FOR GROUND TRUTH MEASUREMENTS 
1st No unocculted penod dunng first two months to avoId Interference wIth InItial ground 
truth expenments (hsted below) 
2nd Sunnse and sunset satelhte profiles occurrIng wIthIn a 5-day penod at WhIte Sands, NM 
Or23' N, 106°29' W) durIng mId-February to early March 1979 
- or-
Sunnse profile at WhIte Sands 
- or-
Sunset profile at WhIte Sands 
3rd Sunnse and/or sunset satelhte profile at Wallops Island, VIrgInIa or51' N, 75°29' W) 
durIng mid-February to early March 1979 
4th Sunnse or sunset satelhte profile at Natal, BrazIl (5°52' S, 35°19' W) dunng mld-to-Iate 
March 1979 
The results shown In FIgure 27 and In Tables 9 and 10 have been taken Into account In 
choOSIng the expenment sItes and schedule shown In Table 2 DefinItive tangent locatIOns and 
times WIll be recomputed after launch, when more precIse orbIt data are avaIlable These results 
WIll be made avaIlable to all correlatIve sensor sCIentIsts, IncludIng those on the ad hoc ground 
truth teams and others outSIde the UnIted States 
3.2.2. Required Proximity of SAGE and Correlative Measurements 
The reqUIred proxImIty of SAGE tangent scans and correlatIve measurements IS deter-
mIned by the tYPIcal vanablhty of the measured constituents On the scales of Interest (several 
hundred km and several hours) thIs vanablhty IS dIfficult to assess because of the very small 
number of appropnate measurements that have been made Dunng nonvolcanIc condItIOns hdar 
measurements of stratosphenc aerosols have frequently shown that, wlthm the layer of max-
Imum aerosol content (-16-24 km), profile shape and magnItude were tYPIcally preserved 
throughout a nIght of observatIons, when stratosphenc wmd velocItIes were about 10 msec- I 
Assummg an observatIon time of about eIght hours, thIs converts to a spatIally unIform regIOn 
of about 300 km or more Furthermore, occasIOnal compansons have been drawn between stra-
tosphenc IIdar measurements made on the same nIght at locatIOns separated by 1500-2400 km 
(I7-2r of longItude and 1_5° of latItude, the locatIons Included Menlo Park, CalIfornIa, 
LaramIe, Wyommg, Boulder, Colorado, and Kansas CIty, Mlssoun) On these occaSIOns, whlch 
were 8 or more months after any notIceable volcaniC InJectIOns, approxImate spatIal UniformIty 
was also observed 
In vIew of these results, It appears that a proxImIty of ± 500 km and ± 2 hr between 
SAGE and correlative aerosol measurements would be satisfactory durIng tImes not appreCIably 
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perturbed by volcanic actIVIty CondItIOns can be expected to be more vanable during the very 
mterestlng penod Just after a volcanic injectIOn However, fltghts by the P-3 hdar WIll be made 
to document any spattal vanatlOns In aerosol structure between the SAGE tangent locatIon and 
the sIte of any balloon flIghts 
DIurnal changes In ozone concentratIOn caused by changes In solar Irradlance should be 
prtmartly confined to altItudes above 50 km, whIch are above the range of SAGE measure-
ments Between 50 and 25 km, ozone changes are related both to temperature-Induced chemI-
cal changes and to transport vartatlOns Below 25 km, where ozone vartatlOns are related 
almost entIrely to transport VartatlOns, extremely large ozone vartatlOns occur, the vertIcal dls-
trtbutlOn found on one day may bear httle slmllartty to that of the prevIOus day These low-
altItude changes are prtmanly responsIble for the vanatlOns In total ozone from day to day and, 
although these vartatlOns are dIfficult to predIct, a hIgh correlatIOn IS found between total ozone 
and changes of the 100-mb heIght field The day-to-day change In maxImum ozone concentra-
tIOn IS about 10%, and the altItude of the peak may change by as much as 4 km 
In vIew of thIS temporal vanablhty, correlatIve ozone measurements should be taken as 
close In tIme to the SAGE measurements as possIble, probably WIthin ± 2 hours of the tangent 
scan It IS dIfficult to translate the temporal vanattons descnbed above Into theIr spattal counter-
parts However, the spatIal vartatlOns can be expected to be meteorology-dependent and POSSI-
bly sIgnificant For thIS reason the LIMS CorrelatIve Measurements Plan specIfies a deSIrable 
proxImIty between LIMS scans and correlatIve sensors of ±O 50 latItude and ± 10 longItude, 
WIth maxImum separatIOns of ± 20 latItude and longItude At the SAGE ground truth SItes, 10 
of latItude or longItude IS roughly 100 km (to WIthin ± 14%, except at Sondrestrom, where 10 
of longItude IS only about 40 km) Thus, the LIMS plan specIfies maxImum separatIOns of 
about ±100 km From FIgure 27 and Table 9 It can be seen that, wlthtn any gIven month, the 
probablhty of a SAGE tangent scan's falhng WIthin 200 km of a ground truth sIte IS very small 
Thus, It would be unreahstlc to specIfy such a small cOincIdence requtrement for SAGE correla-
tIve measurements Nevertheless, because of the vartablltttes mentIOned above, It IS Important 
that each SAGE correlattve expertment attempt to charactertze the local spatIal vartablltty near 
the tIme of the expertment ThIS WIll be done by making ozone profile measurements several 
days and hours before and after SAGE tangent scans, as well as durtng the scans (See SectIons 
3 1 4 and 3 2 5) 
3.2.3. Cluster Concept 
Because of the need to measure multtple constItuents (hence, to use multIple sensors) 
and the deSIre to take advantage of eXIsting capabllttles, the SAGE Ground Truth Plan was 
bUIlt around measurement facllttles that formed natural clusters These clusters are descrIbed In 
more detaIl In Table 3 (SectIOn 1 2) WIthin some of the clusters sImultaneous aerosol or ozone 
measurements can be made from dIfferent sItes Such sImultaneous measurements WIll be use-
ful In charactertzlng spatIal vartablltty In the regIOn of SAGE tangent scans 
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3.2.4. Northern Hemisphere Measurements 
3.2.4.1. Experiment l--Wallops Island/Hampton, April 1979 
The sensors to be Included In thIs expenment have been Itsted In Table 2 FIgure 28 
shows a tYPIcal measurement sequence for the correlattve sensors that are launched wIthIn a 
few hours of the SAGE tangent scan 
3.2.4.2. Experiment 2--Holloman/White Sands, March 1979 
Sensors are Itsted In Table 2 and more mformatlOn IS presented In Table 11 A tYPIcal 
tIme sequence both for sunnse and for sunset scans IS shown In FIgure 29 
3.2.4.3. Experiment 4--Sondrestrom or Poker Flats, Spring or Summer 1979 
Sensors are Itsted In Table 2 A tYPIcal measurement sequence both for SAGE sunnse and 
for SAGE sunset scans IS shown In FIgure 30 Note that, because of Its retrograde orbIt, SAM 
II vIews a sunset whIle SAGE and earthbound observers vIew a sunnse, conversely, SAM II 
vIews a sunnse whIle SAGE and earthbound observers vIew a sunset 
3.2.4.4. Experiment 5--Wallops Island/Hampton, Fall 1979 
Sensors are Itsted In Table 2 The measurement sequence IS as shown In FIgure 28 
3.2.4.5. Experiment 6--Wallops Island/Hampton, Winter 1979-80 
Sensors are Itsted In Table 2 The measurement sequence IS as shown In FIgure 28 
3.2.4.6. Other Northern Hemisphere Measurements 
It IS expected that other northern hemIsphere measurements wIll be scheduled by the 
European and Japanese ad hoc ground truth groups (See SectIOn 2 1, Tables 4 and 5, and FIg-
ure 3 ) The SAGE Expenment Team WIll furnIsh predIctIOns of SAGE tangent locatIOns and 
tImes to these groups The correlatIve sensor sCIentIsts WIll then schedule observatIOns on the 
baSIS of these opportumtles and theIr own constraInts 
3.2.5. Southern Hemisphere Measurements 
3.2.5.1. Experiment 3--Foraleza/Natal, April 1979 
Sensors are Itsted In Table 2 The measurement sequence WIll be as shown In FIgure 28, 
wIth the addItIon of a dustsonde sequence as In FIgure 29 
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ROCKET - OZONESONOE 
P 6 
I P 04 O----.J 
I 
I 
I 
14 ~ ~I R I 
I P 04 O----.J 
I P o.j.o+1 
I Po.~O.J 
I 
TIME 2 4 
-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 + I + +3 + 
P PREPARATION 
6 LAUNCH / TAKEOFF 
S STABILIZATION 
o OATA COLLECTION 
R RETURN/RECOVERY 
FIGURE 28 TYPICAL CORRELATIVE MEASUREMENT SEQUENCE FOR SAGE SUNRISE OR 
SUNSET PROFILE AT WALLOPS ISLAND 
Measurement 
AIrborne 
Lldar 
Dustsonde 
Balloon 
Sunphotometer 
Rocket 
Ozonesonde 
Balloon 
Ozonesonde 
Balloon 
Interferometer 
U-2 
$0 sub 3 $, NO, T 
Sensor 
U-2 WIre 
Impactor 
U-2 Quartz 
Crystal 
MIcrobalance 
U-2 M ultlfilter 
Package 
U-2 Glass 
Collector 
Table 11 
PRELIMINARY DESCRIPTION OF SAGE GROUND TRUTH 
EXPERIMENTS AT HOLLOMAN AFB, NM 
Measurement Fhght Fhght MaxImum MaxImum 
Coordmator(s) Schedule DuratIOn AltItude DIameter 
W H Fuller 5 fits 4 hrs 16,000 ft 
(NASA-LaRC) (I fit/day) 
D T Hoffman 1 fit 3 hrs 100,000 ft 50 ft 
(U of Wyommg) 
J M Rosen 
(U of Wyommg) 
T J Pepin I fit 9 hrs 100,000 ft 60 ft 
(U of Wyoming) 
T Perry 2 fits 2 hrs 250,000 ft 16 ft 
D Bruton 
(NASA-WFC) 
T Perry 4 fits 2 hrs 100,000 ft 9ft 
D Bruton 
(NASA-WFC) 
D G Murcray 1 fit 5 hrs 120,000 ft 275ft 
(U of Denver) 
M Lowenstem 
T Starr 
(NASA-ARC) 
N Farlow, 2 fits 6 hrs 70,000 ft 
G Ferry 
(NASA-ARC) 
M P McCormIck 2 fits 6 hrs 70,000 ft 
(NASA-LaRC) 
D C Woods 
(NASA-LaRC) 
A Lazrus 2 fits 6 hrs 70,000 ft 
(NCAR) 
R Charlson 2 fits 6 hrs 70,000 ft 
(U of Washington) 
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TransmItter 
and 
Load Tram Payload 
Length WeIght 
320 ft 20lbs 
20 ft 150 Ibs 
18 ft 2 Ibs 
50 ft 41bs 
200 ft 1400 1bs 
AIRBORNE LlOAR 
OUSTSONOE 
SUNPHOTOMETER 
BAlLOON SPECTROMETER 
RAOIO-OZONESONOE 
OATASONOE 
ROCKET OZONESONDE 
IN SITU OBSERVATIONS 
(ARC U-2) 
TIME -7 
AIRBORNE LIOAR 
OUSTSONDE 
SUNPHOfOMETER 
BAlLOON SPECTROMETER 
RADIO - OZONESONOE 
OATASONOE 
ROCKET OZONESONOE 
IN SITU OBSERVATIONS 
(ARC U-2) 
TIME -7 
-6 
-6 
1 P 0 
1 
I p <:> 
p 0 
I 
-5 -4 -3 -2 
(a) 
1 p 0 
p 
-5 
Ipo+-o--i 
-4 
P <:> 
I 
-3 
P PREPARATION 
-2 
o LAUNCHITAKEOFF 
S STABILIZATION 
D DATA COLLECTION 
R RETURN I RECOVERY 
(b) 
p 
I 
I 
I- 0 -I R 1 
I 
.:::.--!.. 0 
-I I 
I 
Is~o--l 
1 po~o-l 
~pj. 
I 
-I 0 +1 +2 
I 
!--q----t-I R I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
R 
R 
IS 1-+-0---1 R 
I 
R 
1 
+3 
i Ip<:>+-o--i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
IpoH>-I 
--t~1-
I 
-I o 
R 
+1 +2 +3 
I 
+4 +5 
+4 +5 
FIGURE 29 TYPICAL CORRELATIVE MEASUREMENT SEQUENCE FOR SAGE SUNRISE AND 
SUNSET PROFILE AT HOLLOMAN-WHITE SANDS IN FEBRUARY 1979 
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I .. I 
"I R I AIRBORNE L1DAR P 0. D I 
I 
DUSTSONDE 0 .. I D .. I R I 
I 
Is I- I 
-/ SUNPHOTOMETER I P 0. I D R I 
I 
/ P04 0---+1 I I P04 0--+1 RADIO-OZONESONDE I I 
DATASONDE 
ROCKET OZONESONDE 
IN SITU OBSERVATIONS 
'NCAR SABREUNER) 
TIME I 
-7 
AIRBORNE ~IDAR 
DUSTSONDE 
SUNPHOTOMETER 
RADIO- OZONESONDE 
DATASONDE 
ROCKET OZONESONDE 
IN SITU OBSERVATIONS 
'NCAR SA8RE~1 NER ) 
TIME 
·7 
-6 -~ 
1 P 0. 
·6 
I 
Ipo.K~ 
I 
I 
: I Po.j.O+J 
I 
I P 0- r-Dl "I R I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-4 -3 -2 -I 0 +1 +2 
(a) SAGE SUNRISE AND SAM II SUNSET 
I 
I P I .. I ~I R I 0. 0 
I P 0 .. I 0 "I 
1 S I .. 0 "I 
Ip~D .. I Ip~D 
Ipo.~~ 
I P o.j.D.J 
I P 0. ~D-"'''IRI 
I 
I 
I 
-3 
P PREPARATION 
0. ~AUNCH I TAKEOFF 
S STA81~IZATION 
D DATA CO~ECTION 
R RETURN I RECOVERY 
-2 -I o +1 +2 
• ~US AIRBORNE L1DAR AND IN SITU OBSERVATIONS AT 
SUNRISE FOR SAM II 
(b' SAGE SUNSET 
+3 +4 
R 
R 
-I 
+3 
FIGURE 30 TYPICAL CORRELATIVE MEASUREMENT SEQUENCE FOR SAGE SUNRISE AND 
SAM-II SUNSET PROFILE AND FOR SAGE SUNSET PROFILE AT SONDERSTROM 
IN SUMMER 1979 
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+4 
+~ 
3.2.5.2. Other Southern Hemisphere Measurements 
It IS hoped that other southern hemisphere measurements will be scheduled by CSIRO In 
Australia and INPE In Brazil (See Appendix B, Table B-1) In particular, Dr John Gras of 
CSIRO IS plannIng balloon-borne measurements of aerosol concentration for several size 
cutoffs 
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4. DATA PROCESSING 
Procedures for reducing ground truth data to formats that are readIly comparable to SAGE 
extinctIOn and number profiles will be established and tested prior to launch, so that data com-
parisons can be carned out In the shortest time pOSSible 
4.1. Ancillary Data 
Both the IIdar and sunphotometer data require a molecular density profile for separation 
of gaseous from particulate optical coefficients In additIOn, the IIdar data (especially ruby data) 
require an estimated ozone and particulate extinctIOn profile A two-step process will be used to 
Incorporate these ancillary data Into the data analysIs 
4.1.1. Model Atmospheres 
Prior to launch, model profiles of atmospheriC density and of ozone and particulate extinC-
tIOn (at the IIdar wavelengths) will be developed for the location and month of each ground 
truth site (see Table 2) These profiles will be stored on cards or another medIUm that can be 
computer-read as Input to the IIdar and sun photometer data reductIOn algOrithms (see SectIOn 
4 2) They will be used for Inttlal reduction of the IIdar and balloon photometer data 
4.1.2. Measured Atmospheres 
Each ground truth expenment will Include at least one measurement of the local tempera-
ture and pressure profiles (These will be prOVided by standard radIOsonde, by radIOsonde pack-
ages on the ozone balloonsondes, by the rocket-launched datasondes, and by the dustsondes, 
which measure temperature and pressure In additIOn to the aerosol data See also SectIOn 
4 '2 4) These profiles will be converted to density profiles and stored In the same format as the 
model density profiles, so that they can be readily substituted for the model profiles In the data 
reduction In addition, as a routine part of SAGE data reduction, density profiles for the time 
and location of each SAGE scan will be denvYd from the SAGE data These SAGE density 
profiles will be extracted from the SAG E data tapes and stored In the same format as the model 
and sonde-measured density profiles Model, sonde-measured, and SAGE-measured density 
profiles will be plotted for each ground truth expenment when available In thiS manner 
differences In den~lty profiles can be highlighted and, by uSing each profile sequentially In the 
data analYSIS, effects of density differences on denved constituent profiles (both SAGE and 
correlative) can be explored and understood 
Carefully chosen model ozone profiles are probably adequate for IIdar data reduction (cer-
tainly for Nd IIdar), nevertheless, measured ozone profiles near the time and locatIOn of IIdar 
flights will be compared to the model profiles and, If necessary, substituted Likewise, particu-
late extinction profiles (at the Itdar wavelength) denved from the Itdar and SAGE measure-
ments will be compared to the model profiles and Iteratively substituted whenever appropnate 
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4.2. Production of Data Products for Comparison to SAGE Data 
4.2.1 Ozone Data 
4.2.1.1. Dobson Spectrophotometer 
Dobson spectrophotometer observattons WIll normally be made three tImes dally (morn-
mg, near local noon, and afternoon) The observatIOnal procedures that WIll be followed are 
outlIned In the Weather ServIce Observer's Manual 9 The Dobson dIal readIngs and other per-
tInent data are entered by hand on the NOAA observatton form, NWS form B-35b (3-73) 
shown In FIgure 31a InstructIOns regardIng the use of thIS form are provIded on the reverse 
SIde (FIgure 31 b) The total ozone overburden above each sIte IS denved by applYIng the 
appropnate correctIOn factors and the aIr mass data pertInent to that sIte Sample results 
obtaIned by both manual and computer data proceSSIng are shown In FIgures 32 and 33 
4.2.1.2. Canterbury Spectrometer 
The Canterbury spectrometer WIll conduct basIcally the same type of observatIOns, wIth 
sImIlar data output and data delIvery schedules as for the Dobson spectrophotometer 
4.2.1.3 Balloon ECC Ozonesonde 
The data measured as the ECC ozonesonde nses consIst of a verttcal profile of ozone 
However, SInce the ozonesonde IS attached to a standard radIOsonde, atmosphenc pressure, 
temperature, and relatIve humIdIty data are also measured (See SectIOn 4 2 4) The ozone data 
are fed to the telemetry UnIt In the radIOsonde and transmItted In flIght to an AN/GMD, where 
they are automattcally recorded along wIth the pressure, temperature, and humIdIty data on a 
TMQ-5 recorder The GMD antenna angles are recorded on a control recorder FIgure 34 dep-
IctS the acqulsltton and flow of ozone data These are subsequently dIgItIzed and Inputted to the 
Wallops ozone computer program, where they are merged wIth assOCIated calIbratIOn data The 
calIbratIOn data are obtaIned from the ozonesonde's preflIght calIbratton process and the 
radIosonde's preflIght baselIne checks The ozone data are then outputted as tables (FIgure 35) 
and charts (FIgure 36) TYPIcally, the final data for flIghts launched from Wallops WIll be avaIl-
able wIthIn 1-2 weeks FInal data from launches away from Wallops (allOWIng for transmIttal 
from the field sIte to Wallops) WIll be avaIlable wIthIn 3-4 weeks These data wIll also be pro-
VIded on magnetIc tape Standard card and plottIng formats for compansons of SAGE and 
correlatIve profile data are descnbed In SectIon 4 2 5 
4.2.1.4. Super Loki Optical and Super Arcas Chemiluminescent 
Ozone Payloads 
Both these systems are launched on rockets and are ejected at apogee to descend on a 
decelerator The ozone measurements are made durIng the descent phase FIgure 37 shows the 
data flow for these systems The measured data are transmItted to an AN/GMD whIch IS 
modIfied to allow It to receIve and record an 8-blt PCM telemetry SIgnal from these payloads 
The frequency IS the standard AN/GMD 1680 MHz In addItIOn, to obtaIn accurate pOSItIOn 
data of the ozone sensor dunng descent, radar trackIng IS reqUIred All the rocket systems 
90b~erver's Manual. Dobson Ozone Spectrometer reVIsed November I 1972 U S Depdrlment of Commerce NatlOndl Weather Ser-
vIce 
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~L NAME OR WSSF. WALLOPS fUGt r C'T.R,. Y"-
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1 DATE. 4 ~1-7g C, .7'2D5 ')..037 
2- TIME. /601 J7/f? '9S~ . C2, 0.9 1.2 
3 WA'IEJ.EH~ -AD AD AD 
l~ RA 0,. '2c S7~ 73.'" J~.4 
I 
Ro g7 73 ID~ !5 
t. AR .c, .Co .4 AR .9 1.0 1.1 
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14 AN .3 0 ,2 . 8 .7 .8 . .9 
15 ND·(n~)...(14) ~4-.7 304- 4<>.~ .9 .8 .9 1.0 
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17 To 1500 I7IB 1f1.54 
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FIGURE 32 MANUAL WORKUP FOR DOBSON TOTAL OZONE OVERBURDEN 
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00 
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• TOTAL OZONE REDUCTION PROGRAM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
STATION INSTR~M~NT_ DAV DATE DECLI~~TION DIDT IDEC, EPHEMERIS TRANSIT OIDT (EP~j 
W!LLDPLlSLA~L ___ DDBSNl TUESIlAY 1~ 4 77 -~.J.llL-L 7 -1381) L~ l1:~.L~W~ -l!t.-1L __ 
WEATHER. COHHENTS ••• INTERCO~PA~ISON DATA TA~EN BV nICK BRADFORD E~_ ALI TE~T RUN FOR HIM. 
TIME AIRHAS l/A~IAS ATTN A ATTN C ATTN D QZ~ A OZN C OZN 0 OZ~ AC OIN AD OZN CD COMMENTS 
-1--- 952.00 _ 1.5625_0. 64QO __ O. 8r;45 _ 1].1..-.--_0 • 174 9-D.312C!_0-,- 0 ~J1D9 __ 0. ___ 0, hH __ Of- TESLSE.l_ 
2 9~A.00 1.5389 0.64~8 0.8370 O. 0.1645 0.3111 0, 0,297Q D. 0.3148 O. 
3 1003.00 1.5206 0. 6576 0,8318 O. 0.1665 0,312 9 O. ___ 0,3041 O. 0. 3152 O. 
4 1059~OO 1,3851 0. 7220 0.7524 O. 0.145 8 0.310 7 O. 0;2924 D. 0,31 55 O. 
5 1103;00 1.3795 0;724 9 0.7476 O. 0.1 4 34 0.3100 D. __ 0,2 887 O. 0,31 55 0, 
6 11 46.00 1.3491 0. 74 12 0,732 9 O. 0.137 5 0.310 8 O. _ 0,2832 O. 0. 3180 O. 
ENn -or- PROCESS fNG F'OR--OOASNl ON 10 --4- :h- AT WALLO-PS ISLAND 
____ RAW DA' A IS L I STED 9EI.O~ 
RAW DA TA TIHE D4 TA 1 0,'4 2 DATA J DATA 4 _DATA 5 DATA 6 
1 952.00 9~:60 o. 36.20 0, O. Q. 
2 95 8 .00 97: 04 0 0 • 304 .90 O. ____ o. 0 I 
COMHENTS 
TEST SET 
~_-1 0 oJ.o 0_---.96; 60 __ ----0+-___ J4, 9 0 ___ --1l., _ O. Q+-____ _ 
4 1059 .00 "".20 O. _ 31.40 _ O. ___ 0, O. 
5 1103.00 8';:60 O. 31.10 0. ____ 0, ___ Q. 
~ 1146 • 00 (11: 60 0 • 30 • 20 0. _ _ _ _ __ 0. ° • 
END OF RAW DATA_fOR [)DBSNLC~Ljo __ L71_ AT WALLOPS ISLA~D 
----------- ------ - ----
FIGURE 33 COMPUTER WORKUP FOR DOBSON TOTAL OZONE OVERBURDEN 
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FIGURE 35 EXAMPLE OF COMPUTERIZED BALLOON OZONE OAT A PRINTOUT 
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FIGURE 36 BALLOON OZONE DATA CHART 
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FIGURE 37 OAT A FLOW FOR SUPER LOKI OPTICAL OR SUPER ARCAS CHEMILUMINESCENT 
OZONE PA YLOAO 
planned for the SAGE ground truth program will be launched from sites at which support IS 
provided from both AN/GMD and radar systems The ozone data are recorded on an analog 
tape Wallops will provide an analog magnetic recordmg system for recordmg the ozone data to 
mterface with the AN/GMD at other sites The radar mstallatIOns will record radar data on a 
digital magnetic tape Both the ozone and radar magnetic tapes, as well as the associated paper 
records, will be forwarded to Wallops along with the data from the supportmg balloon 
radIOsondes (SectIOn 424), the ECC ozonesondes, and the Super Loki datasondes The rocket 
ozonesonde data are digitized at Wallops The rocket ozonesonde and radar data, along with the 
lower-level balloon radIOsonde, ECC ozonesonde, and the upper-level Super Loki Datasonde 
data (temperature/wmds), are then forwarded to Goddard Space FlIght Center These data and 
the calIbratIOn data associated with the respective rocket ozonesonde are then merged and 
reduced to form the final data product ]n the case of the Super Loki Optical Ozonesonde, the 
data are reduced by computer and plotter The final products are an ozone data table, as shown 
m Figure 38, and plots of ozone density and the ozone mlxmg ratIO, as shown m Figures 38 
and 39, respectively ]n the case of the Super Arcas chemllummescent ozonesonde, the data 
reduction IS performed With a desk-top minIcomputer and the final product IS an ozone data 
table as shown m Figure 40 
After reductIOn, the data for both types of rocket system are forwarded to the Wallops 
ASRP office for packagmg and distrIbutIOn TYPically, the data will be ready for distrIbutIOn 
wlthm eight weeks followmg the soundmg 
Standard card and plottmg formats for comparIsons of SAGE and correlative profile data 
are desCrIbed m Section 4 2 5 
4.2.2. Aerosol Data 
4.2.2.1. Airborne Lidar 
The IIdar data Will be reduced to vertical profiles of the particulate backscattermg 
coeffiCient (at the IIdar wavelength) by usmg data reductIOn technIques Similar to those rou-
tmely employed by SRI and NASA Langley m many prevIOUS measurements (See, e g Russell 
et ai, 1976a, b) The reductIOn algorIthm Will automatically compute error bars that mclude 
uncertainties In (J) Signal measurement, (2) denSity estimatIOn, (3) transmission estimatIOn, 
and (4) normalIzation (See Figure 41 ) ]n additIOn, scatterIng ratIO profiles Will be normalIzed 
to make the minImum scatterIng ratio equal the value expected on the baSIS of prevIous dust-
sonde measurements and optical models (e g , Russell et ai, 1976b), rather than the value of 
UnIty that has customarIly been assumed In the past ThiS procedure has the effect of sym-
metfIZIng the expected normalIzatIOn error and redUCing It by about half 
Lldar-measured particulate backscatterIng coeffiCients can be converted to particulate 1 0 
JLm extmctIOn coeffiCients by usmg an assumed refractive mdex and particle size distrIbution 
Figure 42 shows the dependence of the converSIOn ratio on optical model properties (cf Figure 
13 and accompanYing diSCUSSIOn) (The size distrIbutIOns and composItions shown have been 
defIved from measurements by varIOUS mvestlgators -- e g Hofmann et ai, 1975, Pmmck et 
ai, 1976, Shettle and Fenn, 1976, Delrmendjlan, 1969, Toon and Pollack, 1976, Hams and 
Rosen, 1976, SWlssler and Hams, 1976) ]n a given IIdar measurement the optical model can m 
general only be estimated on the baSIS of prevIous or Simultaneous (e g dustsonde) measure-
ments Numerous dustsonde measurements have shown a preferred height dependence for the 
channel ratiO, N 15iN 25 (defined In Section 23 1) SpeCifically, for nonvolcamc conditIOns, 
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ROCKET OZONE DATA 
139 
Floonl No 
-----------------
Locallon Wallops Island Rock.lTolal Ozone Abov. IS 5 km 
Equals .2H 
Balloon Residual Ozone B.'ow 13.5 km Oal. _-=1_1.:....1_17....:/_7_6 _______ ExP.nm.nlet A. Krue ger 
Equals 103 
GMT Tim • ...,1,...,6..,.2_1_6 ________ Payload No ..=2.:,;09=--________ TolaIOzon. s _-=.c.::3.=.1.:....7-=;-:;-~~~_ 
SecZ. 1. B.n .293 @ 1540 
• l.B3~6~ _______ SCal.H.,ghl • ..;;3...;. •..;.S5 _______ 00bsonTolaIOzon._ .296@1739 
_ T:"a36 
Probable .(h) E(hl 
Hlkm alm~mlkm Error 't. atm-c::m moUc,", 
60 
59 
58 
57 
.000l? 51 • 00003 46 S.06xlO~ . 
55 00005 41 .nOOlS 1.34xlO"· 
nnn,n ~ .00006 29 .00026 1.61 53 .OOOOS 29 
.00034 2.15 
52 00011 19 
.00045 2.96 51 .00013 17 
.00058 3.49 
50 .00017 10 4.57 
'9 00021 09 .00075 64 00096 
~ .00028 07 
.00124 7.53 
.7 .00035 09 
.00159 9.41 ~ .00044 07 1.18x10· 
45 00058 OS 00203 ,1 56 00261 
" 
.illLOJiO os 
.00341 12.15 
43 .00110 OS 2.96 
42 .00132 07 00451 3.55 
.00583 41 .00165 10 
.00748 
4.44 
40 00209 09 5 62 
39 .00269 08 .00957 7.23 
38 .00306 08 .0123 8.23 
37 00386 22 0153 1. 04x10·· 
38 .00435 21 .0192 1.17 
.0235 
:l5 00503 18 
.onn 
1.35 
34 .00567 14 
.0342 1.52 33 .00606 16 
.n4n, 1.63 
32 00708 11 
.04-.1 1.90 31 .OOS03 10 
.0554 16 
30 .00S66 11 
.0641 ' 33 
29 00991 10 
.0740 2 66 28 0110 08 
.0850 2.96 27 .0119 10 .20 
26 .0136 07 Si~~3 66 
25 .0158 07 
.126 4 2S 
2' 0162 08 
.142 4.35 
23 .0159 10 
.15S 4 27 
22 
.0158 08 174 .25 
21 
.Ql4.3 1<1 84 
20 .0131 10 ..l8S 3.52 
19 I .UIU I 11 .202 '3.28 I 4 I .21 
Mixing 
Rallo 
lIgmlltm 
1.6 
2.3 
2.4 
2.8 
3.5 
3.6 
4 2 
4.6 
5.3 
5.8 
6 3 
7.2 
8.6 
10.3 
10.8 
11.3 
12.4 
13.7 
13.3 
14.4 
13.S 
13 5 
13.0 
11.6 
11.7 
II :\ 
10 2 
10 0 
9 4 
8.8 
S 4 
8.5 
7 4 
6 3 
5.3 
4.0 
3.1 
2.5 
Partial 
Pressure 
\1mb 
.30 
.49 
.59 
.79 
1.10 
1 31 
1 71 
210 
2 79 
3.46 
4 ~5 
5 58 
7 .. 55 
10.3 
12.4 
14.9 
18.8 
23.9 
26.S 
33.5 
37.1 
42.4 
47.1 
49.2 
58.1 
64.9 
69.1 
79.0 
87 3 
9S 8 
107 
127 
130 
129 
P7 
113. 
103. 
96 4 
Air 
Temp 
Dc 
-S 
-11 
-11 
-S 
-6 
-4 
-5 
-6 
-7 
-9 
-IS 
-16 
-21 
-22 
-22 
-32 
-33 
-36 
-39 
-41 
-45 
-48 
-51 
-56 
-54 
-<;7 
-60 
-60 
-61 
-58 
-62 
-5.a 
-..59 
-57 
-58 
-61 
-63 
-62 
Air 
Pressure 
mb 
.31 
.36 
.40 
.46 
52 
.59 
67 
76 
S6 
.98 
1 11 
1 27 
1 4.1 
1.65 
1.89 
2.16 
2.49 
2.S7 
3.31 
3 82 
4.42 
5.13 
5 97 
6 96 
S.13 
o .10 
11 1 
13..D. 
15 3 
lI.c9 
21.0 
24.6 
,8.8 
33 7 
"9 S 
46.1 
54.0 
63,4 
I 
I 
Rallo 
E(hllo 
Mod.1 
0.05 
0.63 
0.77 
0.69 
o 73 
o 70 
0.7'1 
0.89 
0.93 
0.94 
0.96 
0.96 
o 94 
0.9' 
0.91 
0.91 
0.96 
11 q-
0.74 
Aor Temp. Pr ••• ur. C.nally. Cala Source _____ __ 
for 24056 Lm. used the datasonde for 11/17/"6 at 
1715;; at Wallops Island, VA, for 19-23 k m., used 
the balloonsonde for 11/18/76 at 1726;; at :iallo:,s 
Is land, VJ. 
FIGURE 38 EXAMPLE OF ROCKET OZONE DATA 
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FIGURE 39 EXAMPLES OF OZONE CONCENTRATION PROFIL~ I\.1J:ASUR~D BY OPTICAL 
ROCKETSONDE 
89 
Poker Flat, Alaska September 25, 1976 0756Z 
Alt. Temp. (OK) P(mb) e air{g/m3} Q3(ug/gm} ~3(mol fem3} , 
70 221 .041 .069 
6.7xl09 69 223 .048 .077 7.0 
68 224 .056 .086 6.6 7.1 
67 227 .064 .098 6.2 7.6 
66 231 .075 .11 5.6 7.7 
65 233 .086 . 13 4.8 7.8 
64 234 .10 .15 4.6 8.6 
63 237 .11 .16 4.5 9.0 
62 240 .13 .18 4.3 9.7 10 
61 243 .15 .21 4.0 1 .1 xl 0 
60 245 .17 .24 3.9 1.2 
59 247 .21 .29 3.9 1.4 
58 247 .23 .33 3.8 1.6 
57 248 .27 .37 3.9 1.8 
56 248 .31 .43 4.2 2.3 
55 249 .35 .49 4.5 2.8 
54 252 .40 .56 4.8 3.4 
53 255 .46 .63 4.9 3.9 
52 258 .52 .71 5.2 4.6 
51 258 .60 .80 5.5 5.5 
50 256 .68 .93 6.2 7.2 
49 254 .78 1.1 6.6 9.1 11 
48 254 .89 1.2 6.8 1 .Oxl 0 
47 252 1.01 1.4 7.1 1.2 
46 250 1.16 1.6 7.7 1.5 
45 249 1.33 1.9 9.0 2. 1 
44 246 1. 52 2.1 9.8 2.6 
43 242 1. 75 2.5 10.5 2.9 
42 240 2.0 2.9 10.6 3.8 
41 238 2.31 3.4 10.8 4.6 
40 237 2.67 3.9 11.2 5.5 
34 226 6.42 9.9 10.6 1.3 
33 225 7.46 11.6 10.3 1.5 
32 223 8.68 13.6 10.0 1.7 
31 221 10.11 15.9 9.7 1.9 
30 219 11.80 18.8 9.5 2.2 
29 219 13.78 22.0 9.4 2.6 
28 210 16.09 25.;7 9.4 3.0 
27 218 18.80 30.0 9.4 3.5 
26 219 21.96 35.0 
25 219 25.65 40.9 
24 219 29.97 47.7 
23 219 35.00 55.7 
22 220 
FIGURE 40 EXAMPLE OF SUPER ARCAS CHEMILUMINESCENT OZONE OAT A 
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FIGURE 41 AIRBORNE LlOAR OAT A-PROCESSING FLOW 
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SIze dlstrrbutlons are grouped accordIng to theIr value of the Integral number ratIo 
N ,siN 25 See Table 6 and text for dISCUSSIon of observed regIons and frequency 
of N ,siN 25 values 
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FIGURE 43 DATA FlOW FOR BALLOON-BORNE RADIOSONDE PAYLOAD 
NIsiN 25 values Within the major aerosol mixing-ratio peak are usually between 3 and 5 (Hof-
mann et aI, 1975) Thus the uncertainty In conversIOn ratIo IS gIven by the vertIcal spread of 
data POints In FIgure 42 above the approprtate range of N 15/N 25 values The mean and stan-
dard devIatIOn of appropnate subsets of conversIon ratIOs IS shown In Table 12 
FIgure 42 and Table 12 show that when recent or nearby dustsonde measurements, or 
other mea!>urements, indIcate that N 15/N 25 falls In the range 3-5, the uncertainty (standard 
deVIation) In the conversIOn ratIO IS about ± 10% for both ruby (.~.=O 694 ILm) and 
Nd(.'=1 06 ILm) measurements The slightly larger uncertainty for ruby measurements shown 
In Table 12 artses from uncertainty In partIcle composItion (aqueous sulfurtc aCId or sIlicate), to 
whIch the Nd conversIOn ratIO IS not so sensItIve (presumably because the Nd wavelength IS 
close to 1 0 ILm) If the particle compOSItIOn can be ascertained by some other 
measurement{s), then the uncertainty In the ruby conversIOn ratio IS reduced sllghtly--to about 
±8%, whIch IS about equal to the uncertainty In the Nd ratio 
The denved profiles of partIculate backscatterlng coeffiCIent WIll be converted to profiles 
of 1 O-lLm extinctIOn coeffiCIent by usmg an approprtate conversIon factor from FIgure 42 
ExtmctIon error bars WIll also be computed, based on the particulate backscattertng error bars 
and the uncertamty In the conversIon factor 
Both the backscattertng and extinctIon profiles WIll be plotted on standard scales and 
stored on standard-format punched cards, as descrtbed m SectIOn 4 2 5 
The IIdar-measured backscattermg coeffiCIent profile WIll be superimposed on the SAGE 
extinctIOn coeffiCIent profile to denve a cross-wavelength extmctlOn-to-backscatter ratIO (whIch 
may be heIght-dependent) ConversIon ratIos derived In thIS manner WIll be compared WIth the 
values m FIgure 42 to faCIlitate the selectIOn of approprtate optIcal models and subsequent 
aspects of data validatIOn and reductIOn 
4.2.2.2. Dustsondes 
The dustsonde data Will be reduced to vertIcal profiles of N 15 and NIsiN 25 by means of 
the data reductIon techmques the Umverslty of Wyoming has routinely employed for many 
years (N x IS the number of partIcles WIth radIUs> xlLm, cf FIgure 12) The denved profiles 
of N 15 and NIsiN 25 WIll be converted to profiles of 1 O-lLm extmctlon coeffiCIent by usmg an 
appropriate conversIOn factor from Figure 13 or 14 ExtmctlOn error bars, based on the uncer-
taIntIes In NIsiN 25 and m the conversIOn ratto, WIll also be computed 
Number and extinctIOn profiles derived from the balloon data WIll be plotted on the stan-
dard scales deSCribed In SectIon 4 2 5 The extinctIOn WIll be compared dIrectly WIth the 
corresponding IIdar and SAGE results In addItIOn, the partIcle number profile WIll be used to 
derive an extmctlOn-to-number ratIO, pOSSIbly heIght-dependent, for companson WIth FIgure 
13--and WIll be dIrectly compared WIth the partIcle number profile derIved from the SAGE 
extinctIOn profile 
4.2.2.3. Balloon-borne Sunphotometer 
The sunphotometer data, usmg algOrithms now being developed by T Pepm at the 
Umverslty of Wyommg, WIll be reduced to vertIcal profiles of partIculate 1 0 ILm extinctIOn 
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VI 
ComposItIOn 
75% H2 S04 -25% H2 O 
SIlIcate 
Both 
Table 12 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF EXTINCTION-TO-BACKSCATTER RATIO, 
EO Opm)/B(A), FOR TWO LIDAR WAVELENGTHS A AND 
VARIOUS GROUPS OF SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Lldar Ruby (A=O 6943 pm) Nd-Y AG (A=l 06 pm) 
N 15/N 25 1-2 2-3 3-5 35-45 5-10 10-20 >20 1-2 2-3 3-5 35-45 5-10 
Mean (sr) 30 38 35 35 23 14 8 44 70 63 63 43 
a/Mean 33% 6% 8% 5% 21% 24% 25% 46% 9% 8% 3% 18% 
Mean (sr) 23 29 31 32 23 15 9 32 61 61 61 45 
a/Mean 22% 13% 8% 6% 20% 24% 12% 51% 22% 10% 6% 18% 
Mean (sr) 26 34 33 33 23 14 8 38 65 62 62 44 
a/Mean 31% 16% 10% 7% 21% 24% 20% 50% 17% 9% 5% 18% 
_. __ . 
- -
10-20 >20 
28 21 
14% 13% 
31 23 
12% 5% 
29 22 
14% 12% 
-
_.- -
These results will be plotted on the standard scales and punched 10 the standard format Error 
bars wIll be provIded at l-km mtervals 
4.2.2.4. Polar Nephelometer 
The nephelometer records data on the scattenng phase functton for an aerosol Measure-
ments of the light scattered from the laser beam at the wavelength (633 nm) of the hellum-
neon laser used In the Instrument are recorded In 5-degree steps at angles between 15 and 165 
degrees When the nephelometer IS used on an aIrcraft platform such as the NCAR Sabrellner, 
phase functIOn measurements can be obtained at some three to five altttudes along SAGE 
tangent paths For data validatIon, analYSIS can be made of other In SItu data obtained sImul-
taneously on the same aIrcraft WIth the quartz crystal mIcrobalance, slngle-parttcle opttcal 
counter, and partIcle collectIOn devIces to determine partIcle sIze dlstnbutlOn, shape, and com-
posltton In thIs wayan effectIve value of the complex refractIve Index of the partIcles can be 
established by means of least-squares curve-fitting techmques sImIlar to those descnbed by 
Grams et al (I 974) These results, together WIth the aerosol number denSIty profiles obtained 
by the dustsonde, the backscatternng profiles obtained WIth the aIrborne IIdar, and the extmc-
tlon profiles obtained WIth the SAM II and SAGE sensors, wIll be used to Improve the optIcal 
model 
In addItIOn, the Intercompansons among all the above measurements WIll allow Inferences 
to be drawn regarding the radlattve propertIes of the stratosphenc aerosol layer These results, 
combined WIth the SAM II and SAGE data on the spatIal and seasonal vanablllty of the stratos-
pheriC aerosol layer, can then be used by the expenment team members In a vanety of SAM II 
and SAGE data-use investIgatIOns Of partIcular Interest for these investIgatIOns wIll be the 
so-called asymmetry factor, slngle-scattenng albedo, and extinctIOn coeffiCIent for use In climate 
theones involVing two-stream radIatIve transfer approxImatIOns (see, e g , Chylek and Coakley, 
1974) EstImates of these parameters WIll be based on analYSIS of the scattenng data (obtained 
WIth the polar nephelometer and the hdar) and the extmctlOn coeffiCIents measured by the 
SAGE Instrument 
4.2.3. N02 and MuIticonstituent Data 
4.2.4. Temperature, Pressure, and Density Data 
4.2.4.1. Balloon-borne Radiosonde 
The data measured as the radIOsonde balloon nses consIst of vertIcal profiles of atmos-
phenc pressure, temperature, and relatIve humIdIty The data are transmItted In flIght to a stan-
dard ground-based AN/GMD (see FIgure 26),10 where they are automatIcally recorded on a 
TMQ-5 recorder The GMD antenna aZImuth and elevatIOn angles are recorded on a control 
recorder At sItes WIthout computer support an observer transcnbes the TMQ-5 and control 
recorder's chart data onto standard plot forms Measurements of pressure are made In mllhbars, 
temperature In CelsIUs, and mOIsture In percent of relative humIdity Wind directIon and speed 
are .llso determined In thiS process Figure 43 Illustrates the flow of the radIOsonde data FIg-
ures 44, 45, and 46 compnse samples of the standard NOAA Weather Service Charts (Forms 
MF3-31 A, B, C) used In compIling the baSIC raw data, while Figure 47 IS a computenzed reduc-
tIOn of the data These data, whether from the manual or the computenzed reductton, are 
IOFederal MeteorologIcal Handbook No 3 Rddlosonde ObservatIons US Department of Commerce US Department of Defense 
Change #4, January I 1974 
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FIGURE 47 EXAMPLE OF COMPUTERIZED RADIOSONDE DATA 
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summanzed In a teletype radIOsonde observatIOn (RAOB) message ThIs message contaInS the 
meteorologIcal and WInd data at standard pressure levels (surface, 1000, 850, 700, 500, 400, 
300, 200, 150, 100, 70, 50, 30, 20, 10,7, 5, 3, 2 and 1 mIllIbar) and other levels as reqUIred by 
a partIcular mISSIOn These data are routInely sent to the World Data Center at AsheVIlle, N C , 
for the SAGE project, however, copIes of approprIate radIOsonde data WIll also be sent to the 
Wallops FlIght Center ASRP for dIstrIbutIOn and archIvIng TYPIcally, these data should be 
avaIlable at WFC wIthIn ten calendar days after acqUIsItIon for further handlIng and Input Into 
final data packages 
Standard card and plottIng formats for compansons of SAGE and correlatIve profile data 
are descnbed In SectIOn 4 2 5 
4.2.4.2. Super Loki Datasonde 
The Super LokI datasonde
" 
IS a rocket payload launched In support of the rocket ozone 
systems, pnmanly to provIde temperature, pressure, and WInd profiles The Datasonde payload 
IS ejected at apogee to descend on a decelerator Temperature measurements are made between 
70 and 20 km dUrIng the descent phase FIgure 48 shows the data flow at Wallops for thIS sys-
tem The payload IS tracked by an AN/GMD for the temperature/pressure data and by radar 
for posItIOnal data Both trackIng systems at Wallops WIll dIgItIze theIr data dunng the track 
The data flow at sItes away from Wallops may be slIghtly dIfferent In that the AN/GMD data 
may not be dIgItIzed but may be a TMQ-5 paper stnp chart The radar data may also be In ana-
log form 
The dIgitized AN/GMD and radar data from Wallops, along wIth datasonde calIbratIOn 
data and lower-level balloon radIosonde data are mputted to the METROC-K computer program 
for data reductIOn Atmosphenc density IS computed by USIng the temperature data, a base-level 
pressure, the hydrostatIc equatIon, the equatIOn of state, and a standard baselIne temperature 
Atmosphenc pressure IS also computed from thiS InformatIOn, and WInds are denved from the 
radar data FIgure 49 IS a tYPical set of datasonde data FIgure 50 (the portIOn above the 26-28 
km level) IS a tYPical chart presentatIOn of the datasonde temperature/altItude data That por-
tIOn below 26 km IS radIOsonde data 
For those cases In which the AN/GMD and/or radar data from other sItes arrIve at Wal-
lops In analog form, a dIfferent approach IS used The TMQ-5 meteorologIcal data WIll be 
extracted manually and put through a FORTRAN formattIng process The radar data WIll be 
digitIzed and then mputted together with the meteorologIcal data to the Hypso-2 computer pro-
gram at Wallops 
The meteorological data products from eIther the METROC-K or Hypso-2 programs are 
proVIded (as shown In Figure 51) as part of the supportIng data requlfed for proceSSIng the 
ozone data from the Super Loki and Super Arcas ozonesondes 
A standard card and plottIng format for compansons of SAGE and correlatIve data IS 
descnbed In SectIOn 4 2 5 
I I Federdl MeteorologIcal Handbook No 10, MeteorologIcal Rocket ObservatIons, NASA, us Department of Commerce, us Depart-
ment of Defense Change #1 May I, 1977 
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4 2.4 3. Upper-Air Synoptic Analysis for 5-. 2-. 1- and O.4-Millibar Surfaces 
Meteorological rocketsonde and satellite radiance data are used to generate high-altitude 
synoptic charts Broad-scale analyses for the Northern Hemisphere at 5-, 2-, 1-, and 0 4-mb lev-
els are prepared by NOAA routinely on a weekly basIs The WFC ASRP Office will coordinate 
the speCific requirements for these charts with NOAA 
424 4. NMC Meteorological Data Products Provided Regularly for SAGE 
In addition to the above data prOVided by speCific ground truth expenments, the Upper 
Air Branch (VAB) of the NatIOnal Meteorological Center (NMC) will proVide for each SAGE 
tangent location and time meteorological data profiles Interpolated from NMC gndded global 
data sets, as well as profiles at the nearest radIOsonde locatIOn Tapes contamlng these data will 
be sent regularly by NMC to NASA Langley Research Center for use 10 SAGE data validatIOn 
or In routine data processing 
The starting POint for denvlng the profiles at SAGE tangent locations and times IS an 
arch Ive tape of gndded global height and temperature fields at constant pressure levels Each 
file on thiS tape contains one calendar week of fields In the format speCified by NMC Office 
Note 84 Although these gndded archive fields are created weekly, they will be dlstnbuted on 
multifile tape In 2- to 4-week batches Figure 52 IS an example of the log that accompanies 
each weekly archive file Note that 80 fields are currently available, In the vertical sequence 
shown In Figure 52, for each of the seven days The log serves only as a gUide, since each 
avaJiable tape field can be Identified through ItS umque 12-word label A more detailed descnp-
tlon of tape and field formats IS aVailable from NMC on request InterpolatIOns Within these 
fields are the source of all denSity-height profiles at SAGE tangent locatIOns and times 
Figure 53 shows the four analYSIS programs that generate fields saved on the UAB archive 
tapes Input parameters to these vanous systems of analYSIS are also shown Wlthm the next 
several months the tranSItIOn from NOAA-5 (VTPR) satellite radiance data to TIROS-N 
(TOVS) data WIll affect all products at all levels A slgntficant amount of work remains to be 
done In Integrating TOVS data mto the analYSIS schemes and profile error estImates 
The links between SAGE events, analyzed fields, denSity/height profiles, error estimates, 
and radiosonde data are dIagrammed In Figure 54 The entire system of Figure 54 must run In 
qua~l-real time (wlthm ten days of the earliest SAGE event to be profiled m a gIven batch), 
'>lnce radiosonde data are available only for a limited tIme The profile-generatIOn program will 
be run once each week (between Sunday and Wednesday) and WIll process batches of Input 
information from the prevIOus calendar week Figure 54 also shows Input functIOns and pro-
Vides a general summary of the content of the output profile informatIOn, whIch will also be 
dl,>tnbuted m weekly batche,> 
Figure,> 55 and 56 and Table 13 depict speCific processing of SAGE events, error esti-
mates, and profile informatIOn, respectively Figure 55 indicates that an Input tape of SAG E 
event cards will be accepted by U AB covering any length of time from several hours to several 
weeks, although the latter IS preferred Each batch of SAGE events, as well as each event 
Within a batch, IS expected to be 10 chronological sequence The format of UAB's analYSIS and 
data archives dictates the creation of profile information 10 calendar-week batches As In the 
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* Note that fmal format w,II have four add't,onal lines (for a total of 80) Northern Hemisphere tropopause 
temperature and pressure, and Southern Hemisphere tropopause temperature and pressure 
FIGURE 52 EXAMPLE OF ARCHIVE LOG FOR TAPE FILE OF NMC GRIDDED GLOBAL DATA 
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LEVEL NORTHERN HEMISPHERE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 
04mb 
I CRESSMAN VTPR RADIANCES (CHAN 1.2) + ROCKET/RADIANCE REGRESSIONS 
5 mb 
------~---------r---------
10mb I 
CRESSMAN I I CRESSMAN j HEIGHT, TEMPERATURE, WIND i 
70 mb I 
TEMPERATURE ONLY 
(HYDROSTATIC BUILDUP) 
~--------------~---------
100 mb 
n 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
y 
1000 mb 
FIGURE 53 
OPTIMUM INTERPOLATION 
NMC 127 FINAL CYCLE GLOBAL TEMPERATURE. WIND 
NMC ANALYSIS ARCHIVE SOURCES AND THEIR INPUT 
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INPUT 
FUNCTION 
OUTPUT 
SAGE EVENTS 
SAM II EVENTS 
WEEKLY BATCHES 
1--------
PROVIDE 
TIME/POSITION 
I 
(FOR EACH EVENT) 
GRIDDED FIELDS 
GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT, 
TEMPERATURE 
UAB WEEKLY 
ARCHIVE FILE 1---------
PROVIDE 
Z(P), T(P) PROFILES 
I 
1 
TEMPERATURE 
(AND HEIGHT?) 
ERROR ALGORITHMS 
AND TABLES 
l--------
DERIVE 
DENSITY ERRORS 
I 
PROFILE-GENERATING 
PROGRAM 
1 
REPEAT EVENT CARD 
TEMPERATURE PROFILE 1000 mb-O 4 mb 
TEMPERATURE ERRORS 1000 mb-O 4 mb 
HEIGHT PROFILE 
HEIGHT ERRORS' 
DENSITY PROFILE 
1000 mb-O 4 mb 
1000 mb-O 4 mb 
1000 mb-O 4 mb 
PERCENT DENSITY ERROR 1000 mb-O 4 mb 
WINDOW RADIOSONDE 
(MANDATORY LEVELS AND TROP) 
RADIOSONDE DATA 
SEVEN DAILY 
127 (007') 
FILES 
~-------
REFINE ERRORS, 
WINDOW COMPARISON 
I 
FIGURE 54 INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF NMC PROFILE-GENERATING PROGRAM 
SAGE INPUT 
TAPE PERIODS 
(1978) 
SAGE OUTPUT 
PROFILE FILES 
I 
r 
I 
r 
OCT 3 11 -
OCT 
37 
I 
I 
(SUN-SAT CALENDAR WEEKS) 
I 
T 
OCT 
8-14 
I 
I 
OCT 2 1 -26 I 
I 
UAB 
MASTER FILE 
PROFILE 
PROGRAM 
I 
OCT 
15-21 
I OCT 
22-28 
I 
I 
OCT 27-NOV 15 
-OCT 29 
NOV4 
I 
I NOV 
5-11 
FIGURE 55 EXAMPLE OF NMC PROCESSING FOR SAGE EVENTS 
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I 
I NOV 
12-15 
I 
I 
I 
I 
PROFILE ERROR (EO) 
LEVEL 
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 
1 mb ±9° C ±9°C 
±8°C ±8°C 
5mb ±6°C ±6°C 
~----f---------~-------
10mb 
±1-3°C ±2-3°C 
70mb 
-------~-------------
100 mb 
±1-3° C :!;2-t C 
500 mb 
• Additional errors required for time interpolation 
A FUNCTION OF 
DATA COVERAGE 
FIGURE 56 TEMPERATURE PROFILE ERRORS FOR 1 2Z EVENTS 
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Table 13 
TENTATIVE FORMAT FOR NMC PROFILE OUTPUT 
Fourteen 80-character records are wntten for each event - all values 
can be read as mtegers or characters 
Parameter Umts Fortran Remarks/Sample Element Format 
Event - (80AI) OngInal event card 
1000-lOMB Temp Tenths oK (l415,IOX) 1,.,27321 = 273 2°K ~ O°C 
5-0 4MB Temp Tenths oK (415,60X) 1,.,27321 = 273 2°K ~ O°C 
1000-0 4MB TERR Tenths oK (J 814,8X) 1",,561 = ±5 6°C error 
lOoo-lOMB HGT Meters (J415,IOX) ",15801 = 500MB geopotentIal heIght 
5-0 4MB HGT Meters (415,60X) 1424121 = 2MB geopotentlal heIght 
1000-0 4MB HERR Meters (J 814,8X) 199991 = mlssmg 
1000-IOMB DenSIty gm/m3 (l4(I4,11),IOX) 15369121 = 5369 X 10-2 = 53 69 gm/m3 
5-0 4MB DenSIty gm/m3 (4(I4,1l),60X) 15112141 = 5112 X 10-4 = 5112gm/m3 
1000-0 4MB % DenSIty ERR - (l814,8X) 1",,301 = 3 Oo/r 
RadIosonde Ident, Tropopause (517,315) If avaIlable Stn, Date, TIme, Lat, Lon, 
T,H,P 
1000-IOMB T R/S Tenths OK (J415,lOX) See above 
1000-IOMB HR/S Meters (l415,IOX) See above 
MIscellaneous - - -
cdse of the grldded archIve field files, profile InformatIon files WIll be dIstributed on multIfile 
tapes contaInIng several weeks of profiles 
FIgure 56 gIves an abbreVIated depIctIOn of the current estImates of temperature profile 
errors (E.,) at mandatory pressure levels, assumIng that events occur at 12Z AddItIOnal errors 
result from tIme InterpolatIon lor event profiles between 12Z analYSIS cycles The equatIOn 
E = E,,(I + alsIn 7TTa41) supplies thIS adjustment error where a IS I from 500-100 mb, a IS a 
functIon of season from 70 mb through 10mb, and a IS 0 above 10mb ThIS scheme IS 
presented In greater detaIl In AppendIx 0 For the present, UAB IS assumIng that the relatIve 
error In denSIty IS nearly equal to the relatIve error In temperature In most cases the pressure 
error contributIon to the denSIty error IS smaller than the temperature error contributIOn as 
defined above I f the pressure error effect IS determIned to be slgnIfiCdn t, U AB may convert 
thIS error to dn addItIonal probable temperature profile error A slot IS beIng dllotted for report-
Ing heIght errors If they are later determIned to be useful 
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A tentative format has been chosen for the SAGE event profiles and accompanymg mfor-
matlon Table 13 descrtbes the proposed content of fourteen 80-character records that wIll be 
produced for each SAGE event (Note that more than 14 records may be used m the final for-
mat) ThIS record count per event WIll remam constant, and any mlssmg mformatlOn WIll be 
filled m wIth an approprtate number of 9s Ample room has been left for reVISIOns and addI-
tIOns to the profile mformatlOn Once format and content are agreed upon, such changes WIll 
be kept to a mmlmum to allow for a consIstent data set 
4.3. Standard Card and Plotting Formats for Data Exchange 
To faclittate compartson the followmg standard formats are recommended for correlatIve 
profile data 
4.3.1. Punched Cards 
In general, punched cards are preferred over magnetIc tapes as a data exchange medIUm, 
because of the possIble problems entatled m readmg tapes on one computer that have been 
wrttten on another Because of the itmlted number of correlatIve profiles to be measured by 
any smgle mvestlgator, the bulk of cards necessary for data exchange IS not expected to be 
excessIve Two types of card format are acceptable one wIth a smgle heIght, but wIth many 
parameters, per card and one wIth many heIghts, but wIth a smgle parameter, per card These 
alternatIve formats are descrtbed m Secttons 4 3 1 2 and 4 3 1 3 Cards m eIther format must 
be preceded by maIO-deck header cards, as descflbed 10 SectIOn 4 3 1 1 
4.3.1.1. Main-Deck Header Cards 
The first two maIO-deck header cards are m (nAx) format and con tam the followtng mfor-
matlOn 
Instrument name (cols 1-20), locatIOn name (21-40), date and GreenwIch Mean TIme 
(41-60), mvestlgator's sertal number, etc (61-80) 
2 Begmnmg latItude and longItude (I -20), end latttude and longItude (21-40), mvestlgator 
(41-60), tnstltutlon (61-80) 
The thIrd maIO-deck header card IS 10 (I5) format and gIves the number of altttudes for whIch 
data WIll follow 
4.3.1.2. Data Cards: Single Height and Many Parameters per Card 
ThIS type of format was used 10 the first SAM II ground truth expenment 10 Sondres-
trom, Greenland, November 1978 It lends Itself readIly to cases wIth a itmlted number of 
measured parameters that can be antIcIpated suffiCIently 10 advance 
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For aerosol data the stdndard FORTRAN codIng format IS 
OS,F6 2, F6 I, FS I, F4 I, I PE9 3, OPF6 3*U*F4 3,F6 3*U*F4 3,F6 3*U*F4 3, 2F6 3) 
The allocatIOn of fields to parameters IS dS follows 
Columns Formdt Pdrdmeter TYPlcdl Sensor 
1-5 15 Cdrd Number 
6-11 r62 Altitude (kmi Many 
12-17 1"6 I Pressure (m bi Bdlioonsonde, rocketsonde, dlrcrdlt 
18-22 F5 I Temperdture (C) Bdlioonsonde" rocketsonde dlrlrdft 
23-26 1"4 I Dew-Point Depre~slon (C) Balioonsonde rocketsonde, dlrlrdft 
27-35 IPf<93 Neutrdl Gd~ f)en~ltY (g/cmJ) Bdlloonsonde, rocketsonde, dlrcrdft 
36-41 OPF63 1800 SCdllerlng RdtiO' Llddr 
42 'U' Delimiter 
43-46 F43 Absolute U ncerldlnty (I <T) In Preceding Pardmeter 
47-52 1"63 25 0 SCdllenng RdtiO' Poldr nephelometer 
53 'U' Delimiter 
54-57 1"43 Absolute U nlcrldlnty (I rT) In Preceding Parameter 
58-63 F63 extinctIOn RdIiO' SAGE, SAM II bdlloon photometer 
64 'U' Delimiter 
65-68 1"43 A bsolutc U ncerldlnty (I <T) In Preceding Parameter 
69-74 F63 Number MIXing RdtlO, r ~ 015 /Lm (mg- I) Dustsonde 
75-80 1"63 Number MIXing RdtlO, r ~ 025 I'm (mg- I) Dustsonde 
At wdvelenglh speclhed In heddcr cdrds 
Fields for parameters not medsured In a particular correlatIve expenment wIll be left blank 
The rationale for specifYIng rdtlo data (rather than absolute concentrdtlOns) IS that thIS avoids 
USIng an E format and saves space on the cards By USIng the molecular denSity provided on the 
cards, the computer can readily convert to absolute concentl attons 
For ozone and I1Itrogen dIOxide data the standard FORTRAN codIng formdt IS 
(IS, F6 2, F6 I, FS I, F4 I, I PE9 3, OPF6 3*R *F4 2, F6 3*R *F4 2) 
The dllocatlOn of fields to parameters IS as follows 
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Columns Format Parameter TYPIcal Sensor 
1-35 Same as for aerosol cards 
36-41 OPF63 0 3 Mass Mlxmg RatIo (~g/g) Balloonsonde, rocketsonde, photometer 
42 oRo Dehmlter 
43-46 F42 Relative Uncertamty (I!T) In Preceding Parameter 
47-52 F63 N02 Mass MIxing RatIo (mlLg/g) Interferometer, spectrometer 
53 'R' Dehmlter 
54-57 F42 RelatIve Uncertainty (I !T) In Preceding Parameter 
We antICIPate correlatIve data that WIll not fit IOta the above formats For example, aero-
sol number data may have dIfferent sIze cutoffs, and extmctlOn or scattermg data may be meas-
ured at more than the allotted number of wavelengths For data that do not fit IOta the above 
format the followmg more general format IS recommended 
4.3.1.3. Data Cards: Many Heights and Single Parameter per Card 
In thIS format each parameter has ItS own header card and data subdeck The complete 
set of subdecks follows the three header cards descrIbed 10 SectIOn 4 2 5 lIThe parameter 
header cards and data subdecks are as follows 
Altttudes 
AltItude header card Format (nAx) Example 
ALTITUDE (MSL) --- KM 
AltItude data cards Format (8FIO x) 
Ftrst Parameter 
FIrst parameter header card Format (nAx) Example 
PARTICLE NUMBER GT 03 UM RADIUS --- CM**(-3) 
FIrst parameter dat.l cards Format (8ElD x) or (8FIO x) 
Ftrst Parameter Uncertainty (tf avatfable) 
FIrst parameter uncertamty header card Format (nAx) Example 
ABS UNC, PARTICLE NUMBER GT 03 UM RADIUS --- CM**(-3) 
FIrst parameter uncertamty data cards Format (8ElO x) or (8FIO x) 
Header cards and data subdecks for other parameters measured at the same altItudes fol-
low the first-parameter subdeck 10 sImIlar format Parameters measured at dIfferent altitudes 
1I7 
must be preceded by three new header cards (as descnbed In Section 4 2 5 1 1 ), plus a new 
altitude header card and altitude data subdeck 
Note that all height and parameter data descnbed In this sectIOn can be read by the smgle 
FORMAT speCificatIOn (8FI0 x) or by the single specification (8EIO x) Thus, a plottmg pro-
gram with either of these Input formats can read any data prepared In the format descnbed In 
this sectIOn Such a program will be available at NASA Langley Research Center for plotting 
SAGE and correlative results on matching axes for rapid compansons (See Section 4 4) 
4.3.1.4. Other Formats 
It IS to be expected that some correlative data will not fit Into any of the formats descnbed 
above (One example would be repeated measurements made at one altitude, but In varYing 
honzontal pOSitIOns) If this IS the case, an appropnate format can be chosen by the correlative 
sensor sCientist Cards In such nonstandard formats should be accompanied by FORMAT cards 
SUitable for reading the data Bnef instructions or a sample FORTRAN card-reading program 
would also be desirable 
4.3.2. Plotting Axes 
The following standard plotting axes are recommended semtloganthmlc, 7 Inch (17 78 
cm) x 10 Inch (25 4 cm), four orders of magnitude (loganthmlc) on the 10-Inch dimensIOn, 
and 7 major divIsions on the 7 -Inch dimensIOn The loganthmlc aXIs IS for constituent concen-
tration or mixing ratio data, and the ltnear aXIs IS for height data. The standard height ranges 
are 
Ozone Data 10-45 km Nitrogen DIOXide Data 
Aerosol Data 5-40 km Total Density Data 
15-50 km 
10-45 km 
Any ltmlts and Units can be used on the loganthmlc scale Compansons will be made by over-
lapping plots and by sltdlng the loganthmlc scales to obtain overlap 
As regards the plots, It IS preferred that constituent data be expressed In absolute Units 
(not mixing ratios), plots of mixing ratiO, however, In addition to absolute concentration plots, 
will be welcome and useful 
Correlative sensor sCientists (espeCially those outSide of the US) who are unable to 
obtain the proper graph paper can request It from Mr Leonard McMaster, the SAGE SCience 
Manager, at Mati Stop 234, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 23365 
4.4. Joint Evaluations and Visits to Langley Research Center 
The SAGE Expenment Team (SET) feels that cooperative efforts by correlative and 
SAGE sCientists are reqUIred to obtain the best SCientific Judgment of data valtdlty ThiS 
cooperative evaluation must be based on a thorough comprehenSIOn of the error sources In the 
correlative measurements Hence, a wnteup explaining these sources and their effects should 
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be furnished the SET as part of the JOint evaluation. The most useful way of expresslllg these 
effects IS to include error bars on the correlative data POints 
CommunIcatIOn would also be faclhtated by having correlative and SAGE sensor sCientists 
work together at a common location Toward thiS end, NASA plans to make space and fachtles 
avaIlable at the Langley Research Center (LRC) for vIsIting sCientists to analyze and evaluate 
SAGE and correlative sensor data Correlative sensor sCientists are encouraged to VISit LRC 
and take advantage of thiS opportunIty to exchange informatIOn (Any such VISitS must be 
coordinated With NASA International Affairs DIVISion, Code 2IC-I7, Washmgton, DC 
20546) 
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Appendix A 
THE SAGE INSTRUMENT AND EXPECTED MEASUREMENT ERRORS 
The SAGE sensor IS a four-spectral-channel radIOmeter that measures the extmchon of 
solar radiation dunng solar occultation As the conveymg spacecraft emerges from the earth's 
shadow durmg each orbit, the sensor will acquire the sun and measure solar mtenslty m four 
wavelength bands centered at 0 385 ~m, 0 45 ~m, 0 60 ~m, and 1 0 ~m As the spacecraft 
contmues m orbit, the hne of Sight from the spacecraft to the nsmg sun will scan the earth's 
atmosphere, resultmg m a measurement of the attenuated solar mtenslty at different atmos-
phenc layers The procedure will then be repeated m a reverse sense dunng spacecraft sunset 
Each sunnse and sunset event will be mOnitored from the top of the clouds to approxI-
mately 150 km above the earth's surface The sensor Will have an mstantaneous field of view 
of approximately OS-arc mmutes m elevatIOn, which corresponds to approximately 05 km 
measured at the honzon for a 600 km orbit The total field of view IS 3600 m aZimuth and _140 
to _30 0 m elevation The dynamic range of each radlOmetnc channel IS approximately 3000 and 
the uncertamty many radlOmetnc measurement IS specified to be less than 0 1 % of the unat-
tenuated solar mtenslty The sensor IS parhally self-cahbratmg, as a measurement of the unat-
tenuated solar mtenslty IS made pnor to each spacecraft sunset and followmg each spacecraft 
sunnse Figure A-2 shows the orbit and vlewmg geometry of the SAGE mstrument m orbit 
The mstrument module (Figures A-2 and A-3) consists of ophcal and sensor subassem-
bites mounted Side by Side The opttcal subassembly consists of a flat scanning mirror, 
Cassegram OptiCS, and a detector package The enhre optical subassembly IS gimballed m 
aZimuth The aZimuth servo employs sun sensors dnven to null on the center of the sun to a 
tolerance of ± 45-arc seconds At the begmnmg of a sunnse or sunset event, the mstrument 
slews m aZimuth to a posltton for acqumng the sun Upon acqulsltton m aZimuth the mirror 
servo scans m elevatIOn unttl the sun IS acquired The scan range IS then constramed to scan 
back and forth across the solar Image only 
The solar mput IS reflected from the scan mirror through the Cassegram telescope, which 
produces a solar Image at the sCience detector aperture This Image IS scanned across the aper-
ture by the motIOn of the scan mmor The radiation through the aperture IS dispersed by a 
holographic gratmg and the four beams representmg the four wavelength bands are then col-
lected and appited to slitcon PIN diode detectors The outputs of the detectors are fed to 
slgnal-condlttonlng ampitfiers whose outputs go to the PCM encoder 
After multlplexmg and dlglttzmg the signals, the PCM encoder transfers the digital data to 
the AEM-B data system The radlometnc data for each wavelength channel Will be sampled 64 
ttmes per second or approximately four hmes per km of tangent altitude, and digitized to 12 
bits (3072 bps), these data, plus sClence-supportmg data and mstrument module housekeepmg 
data, total 5440 bps 
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Appendix B 
SURVEY OF POTENTIAL GROUND TRUTH SUPPLIERS 
In February 1978 a letter and questlOnnalTe (reproduced on the followmg pages) were 
composed to aId m locatmg estabhshed teams that mIght be able to provIde correlatIve meas-
urements for SAGE data vahdatlOn Responses descnbmg potentIally useful measurements are 
summanzed m Table B.-l Many of the teams hsted are now bemg mtegrated mto the Euro-
pean, Japanese, or Untted States SAGE ground truth groups As an aId m the scheduhng of 
correlatIve measurements, all teams on thIs hst wIll be provIded wIth updated mformatlOn on 
SAGE coverage and the actIvItIes of the estabhshed ground truth groups 
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The Stratospher1c Aerosol and Gas Exper1ment (SAGE) 1S scheduled 
for launch 1n February 1979 aboard the Nat10nal Aeronaut1cs and Space 
Adm1n1stration's AEM-B satell1te. The purpose of SAGE 1S to map vert1-
cal prof1les of ozone, aerosol, nitrogen diox1de, and Rayle1gh molecular 
ext1nct10n. We expect that the ozone data will extend from about 10-45 
km, the aerosol data from cloud tops to about 35 km plus occas10nal 
strong layers 1n the mesosphere, the nitrogen d10x1de data from about 
25-40 km; and the Rayle1gh molecular ext1nct10n from about 15-40 km. 
SAGE is a 4-channel photometer that measures the 1ntens1ty of sun-
light (centered at wavelengths 0.385, 0.45, 0.60 and 1.0 ~m) traversing 
the earth's limb during spacecraft sunrise and sunset events. In this 
manner 1t w1ll measure vert1cal profiles of 4-wavelength ext1nct10n, at 
the rate of about 30 prof1les per day Spat1al coverage will extend 
from about 750 N to 750 S latitude (with some seasonal dependence) and 
thus w1ll complement the coverage (640 - 80 0 Nand S) of the SAM-II 
stratospher1c aerosol sensor to be flown on the ~hmbus G Sateillte. 
SAGE's four-channel ext1nct10n measurements w1l1 be numer1cally 
1nverted to Y1eld vertical profiles of aerosol ext1nct10n (and 1nferred 
number dens1ty), ozone concentratIon, n1trogen d10x1de concentrat10n, 
and total molecular dens1ty (When ava1lable, molecular denslty may be 
derlved from the raw1nsonde network and other sources and used as an 
Input to the 4-channel 1nverS10n process, 1f thlS Improves the ac-
curacy of the other der1ved parameters) The der1ved data w1ll be 
archlved and made ava1lable to the sC1ent1flc commun1ty for use 1n a 
varIety of stud1es 
A very 1mportant step In mak1ng these data avallable to the SClen-
tlflC communlty 1S to valldate them by maklng comparlsons between the 
SAGE measurements and other .:lerosol, ozone, n1trogen dloxlde, and 
tl('n~lty mea<>urements made nearby In space and tlme ThlS valldatlon 15 
.l pr llJ1.1ry [lInct 10n of the SAGe Exper1ment Team [~1 P :-IcCormlck (Team 
SRI International 
333 Ravenswood Ave • Menlo Park, California 94025. (415) 326-6200. Cable STANRES, Menlo Park. TWX 910-373-1246 
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Leader), R. A. Cra1g, D. E. Cunnold, G. W. Grams, B M Herman, D E 
Miller, D. G. Murcray, T. J. Pepin, W. G. Planet, and P. B. Russell]. 
One of our first actions 1S to 1dent1fy those data ava1lable from other 
measurements that can be used for validat10n purposes. Not only aerosol, 
ozone, n1trogen dioxide, and density measurements per ~, but also 
related 1nformation, such as volcanic eruption and noctilucent cloud 
observations, w1ll be useful to us. 
We would appreciate your assistance by f1lling out the enclosed 
questionnaire and returning 1t at your earliest conven1ence. Attached 
to the quest10nnaire are guide11nes for the type of information required 
for our plann1ng. Even 1f you do not plan to make correlat1ve measure-
ments during the SAGE validat10n per10d, please answer Part I regarding 
poss1ble data use, as this w1ll aid us in our efforts to accelerate data 
uti11zation. If, by returning Part II, you 1nd1cate an 1ntent10n to 
make correlative measurements, we w1ll contact you to discuss SAGE 
intercept times and dates for your sensor 10cat10n(s). 
We look forward to your support of th1s very 1mportant phase of a 
major stratospher1c research endeavor. 
Sincerely, 
~ a~ /)}~)/ ~f-.t:4..' f} ~ 
Richard A. Crug 
Department of Meteorology 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee, FL 32306 
Walter G. Planet, S32lB 
National Environmental 
Satellite Service 
NOAA 
Wash1ngton, D.C. 20233 
(SAGE DATA VALIDATION GROUP) 
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Philip B. Russell 
Atmospher1c Sciences 
Laboratory 
SRI International 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
PART I POTENTI_~ APPLICAT!ONS OF SAGE DATA 
I ~ould llke co use SAGE data In che :ollowlng sClencl:lc 3tudles 
(Check as many as are approprlace) 
c:J Ozone Cllmacology 
c:J Radlaclve Transfer 
c:J ~ar,=h Raalatlon Balance 
and Cllmace 
c:J Pollutlon Background 
c:J Pollutlon Sources ana Slnks 
c:J Ac~ospherlc Chemlstry 
c:J Ocher (Please Speclfy) 
Jate 
c:J Absorpclon or Solar RadlaClon 
c:J .-\cmosphen.c :J'7~amlcs and Trans oo-r'= 
c:J ~esospnerlc Aerosols and/or 
Noctllucenc Clouds 
o Aerosol Opclcal and ?hyslcal "!oae13 
D Aerosol Effects on ?asslve Sensors 
Dr. Phl~l~ S 1ussell ,:~36 
Ac:-:OStmarlC SClc~ces Laooracor" 
SR: :n~a~~a:~onal 
~enlo ?ark, CA 9~02S 
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PART II: AVAIi..ABILI'!'Y OF DATA TO VALIDATE SAGE ME.:~SURD1:EN'l'S 
The fo11owi~g measurements or observations, relevant to SAGE valiaat~on, 
are contemplated: (See sample respons~s on follow~ng oage) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
i . 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
, --~ . 
16. 
, -J..I • 
18. 
Jace: 
Parameter to be measured: 
Accuracy of measurement: 
Alt~tude t'eg1.on: 
Altitude resolution: 
Observation period: 
:requency of obseI"'lTat~on: 
Measurement technique: 
Instrument type: 
~easurenent platform: 
Type of data product: 
Funding authority: 
~easurement pr~gram: 
Status of pr~e instrument: 
Assurance of instrument ava~lability l.n Jan. 1979-July 19i9' 
Locat~on of measurement· 
L~?er~ental l~1.tations: 
Instrumental physical characteristics: 
Experimenter operation experience: 
R.et'..lrn CO: 
.l.dcress: 
Dr. P~1.1~p 3. Russell. ~:056 
Atmospner1.c SC1.ences Laborat::lr'~ 
SRI Internat!onal 
~enlo Park, CA 9~025 
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L 
2. 
3. 
.... 
5. 
6. 
7 
I. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
U. 
12. 
13. 
1':". 
1.5. 
1.6. 
17. 
13. 
Gu~del~nes for Part II 
The following guidelines are co assist you in supply~ng the 
necessa~1 informat~on for Part II of the quest~onna~re. 
Required Parameter 
Parameter to be measured: 
Accuracy of measurement: 
Alt~tude reg~on: 
Alc~~Jde resolut~on: 
Obse~lat~on per~od: 
Frequency of obse~ation:· 
~easurement techn~que: 
Instrument type: 
~easurement platform: 
Type of data product: 
Fund~ng authority: 
~easurement program: 
Status of ?rime ~nstrument: 
Assurance of ~nst=ument of 
ava~lab~lity, Jan 1979-July 1979 
Locat~on of measurement: 
Experimental 1L~~tations: 
Instrumental pnys~cal 
characteri.st~cs 
8~per~enter operat~on 
a.'Cperience: 
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~tamDle of ~eSDonses 
Aerosol particle number: Ozone 
concentration; noct~lucent cloud 
occur!'ence 
r., = a m-lsr-l 
a km to b km 
ckm 
June-August 1979 
s~n~le flight weekly 
in s~tu, re .. note 
bdar, samp ler 
RB-57 at 20 <m alt~tude 
d~rect, analys~s 
FAA, COVOS 
A~ospher~c rad~at~on stud~es, 
part of wlNW, fl~~ht test :or 
spec~fic ~nstrument develonment, 
etc. 
x years of use, demonst!'at~on 
planned for : researcn stage 
% prooabd~ty 
S~beria; Fa~r;anks, Alaska 
day-n~ght, jurat~on 
we~ght, s~ze, ?ower raqu~=aments 
10 fl~ghts ~n ~B-57 
Table B-1 
CORRELATIVE MEASUREMENT CAPABILITIES DESCRIBED 
BY QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES 
Part A Ground-Based 
Team ObjectIve Instrument SIte 
~SIRO,Aspendale 1 Total 03 1 Dobson spectrophotometer Aspendale 
(R Kulkarm) 
2 03 profiles 2 Dobson Vmkehr observatIOns Valrns 
Bnsbane 
Perth 
Hobart 
Macquane Island 
INCAR Aerosol profiles Ruby hdar· Boulder, 
(C Frush) (>. =06943 I'm) Colorado 
INPE, Sao Paulo Aerosol profiles Dye hdar Sao Paulo, 
(B Clemesha) (>.= 05893 I'm) BrazIl 
(13 S, 46 W) 
V of West IndIes Aerosol profiles Ruby hdar Kingston 
(G Kent) (>.= 06934 I'm) JamaIca 
Hebrew V of Israel Aerosol profiles Ruby hdar Jerusalem, 
(A Cohen) Israel 
Atmos Env Serv Total N01 TWlhght Downsvlew, 
(J Kerr) above 14 km spectrophotometer Ontano 
(44 N, 79 W) 
V of Anzona, 0 3 profiles Dye hdar Tucson, AZ (R Schotland) (32 N, 110 W) 
Part B AIrplane-Borne 
Team ObjectIve Instrument SIte 
NASA Ames 03,N01 Chemllumlnescent V-2 routes, based at 
(M Lowenstein) concentratIOn sensor on V -2 or Mountain VIew, CA 
other aIrcraft· (37 N, 122 W) 
NASA Ames Aerosol sIze Impactor on V-2,. Cahforma, Alaska 
(N Farlow, dlstnbutlOn, Lear jet, or balloon Panama, HawaII 
IG Ferry) concentratIOn, 
composItIon 
LASL Aerosol concentratIOn FIlter sampler and 0-75 N 
(W Sedlacek) and compOSItIOn, A N counter on Panama-Houston-
4 altItudes 12-20 km WB-57F Seattle-Alaska 
INASA LewIs Aerosol concentratton F orward-sca ttenng Vmted and Pan/Am 
(0 BlIehI) and sIze dlstnbutlon, counter on commercIal alrhne routes 
6-14 km B-747's (GASP) 
• Already Included In the U S ground truth expenment schedule See Table 1 
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Table B-1 (Concluded) 
Part C Balloon-Borne 
Team ObjectIve Instrument 
U of Koln· 0), H20 profiles, OptIcal sonde 
(A Ghazl) 0-35 km 
CSIRO, Aspendale 0) profiles Mast sonde 
(R Kulkarm) 
CSIRO, Aspendale 0) ,N02 , NO profiles, Chemllummescent 
(I Galbally, 10-35 km and mfrared 
with CanadIan AES and spectrometer 
York U ) 
U ofWyommgt Aerosol, Opttcal parttcle 
(J Rosen) H2O,0),CN counter 
profiles, 0-30 km (plus others) 
AES,Ontano 0) ,N02 ,NO Stratoprobe 
(W Evans) HNO), Aerosol Payload (Several 
H20 profiles mstruments assembled 
10-36 km for LIMS/Nlmbus G 
rendezvous} 
JPL 0) ,N02,other Founer 
(C Farmer) profiles, spectrometer 
tropopause-42 km 
·Thls team has recently Jomed the SAGE European ad hoc ground truth group 
t Already mcluded 10 U S ground truth expenment schedule See Table 2 
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SIte 
Koln, W Germany 
Aspendale 
Mlldura (34 S) 
Ahce Spnngs (23 S) 
Laramie, WY 
(41 N, 105 W) I 
ArctIC, AntarctIc, 
Equatonal 
Cold Lake, Alberta 
(55 N, 110 W) 
February 1979· 
Palestme, Texas, 
Ahce Spnngs, 
Austraha 
Appendix C 
INFORMATION ON NOCTILUCENT CLOUD OBSERVATIONS 
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Table Cl 
DESCRIPTION OF GROUND-BASED PASSIVE NOCTILUCENT CLOUD OBSERVATIONS 
1. Parameter to be measured: Noctilucent cloud occurrences; time of display, 
intensity; forms; extent of azimuth; extent in elevation. 
2. Accuracy of measurement: Several degrees in azimuth and elevation. 
3. Altitude region: ,"" 83 ± 10 km 
4. Altitude resolution: Not actually measured, but see attached Fig. Cl 
from "Noctilucent Clouds" by V.A. Bronshten and N.I. Grishin, Keter Publ., 
Jerusalem. 
5. Observation period: March 1 - October 31, annually. 
6. Frequency of observation: Daily 
7. Measurement technique: Visual estimation (supplemented by theodolites at some 
locations); photographic recording of displays at 6 stations. 
8. Instrument type: Human eye; 35 mm camera 
9. Measurement platform: Surface of the earth. 
10. Type of data product: Direct, recorded on forms for punching anto cards; 
printed in annual pub11cation 
11. Funding authority: Atmospheric Environment Service (Canada) 
12. Measurement program: International NLC program in cooperation with World 
Meteorological Organ1zat10n 
13. Status of prime instrument: Operational for many years 
14. Assurance of instrument availab1lity in Aug. 1978-Sept. 1979: 100% 
15. Location of measurement: 60 stations in Canada; 16, in U.S.A. 
16. Exper1mental limitations: Observations made during pre-sunrise and post-
sunset per10ds when sun's depress10nal angle is between 60 and 180 • 
17. Instrumental phys1cal characteristics: Normal as to class 
18. Experimenter operat10n experience: Annual regular observations since 1964 
Prepared by: Mr. E. J. Truhlar 
Address. Atmospheric Environment Service 
4905 Dufferin Street 
Downsview. Ontario, Canada M3H 5T4 
Date: May 18. 1977 
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FIGURE C-1 
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DISTRIBUTION OF NOCTILUCENT CLOUD HEIGHTS FROM 695 MEASURE-
MENTS BETWEEN 1887 AND 1964 
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Environment Envlronnement 
Canada Canada 
Atmospheric Enwonnement 
Environment atmosphenque 
4905 Dufferin Street 
Downsview, Ontario 
M3H 5T4 
Dr. P.B. Russell 
Sci ence Coord i na tor for Grollld Truth 
SAM-II Nimbus G Experiment Team 
Stanford Research Institute 
Menlo Park. Calif. 94025 
U.S.A. 
Dear Dr. Russell: 
Your 'lie Volre dosSier 
au,hle No',edosSJef 8061-2 (ARPD) 
May 5, 1977 
This letter will confirm preliminary arrangements made during 
your recent discussion with Mr. E.J. Truh1ar concerning the provision of 
nocti1ucent cloud (NLC) observations in support of SAM-II measurements of 
mesospheric aerosols. Observations of NLC data will be forwarded to you 
after they have been received from the stations, transferred to cards, pro-
cessed by computer for quality and listed in tabular format. (See attach-
ment for an example of a regular listing of such data, including the explan-
atory legend). About a one-month delay should be expected before a listing 
for a particular data-month is received by your institute. 
The following table shows the average monthly distribution of 
station-night sightings of NLC during the period 1964-1976 inclusive. 
MAR 
0.6 
APR 
0.8 
MAY 
2.6 
JUN 
40 
JUL 
71 
AUG SEP 
24.5 1.2 
OCT 
0.6 
Most occurrences are in the months of June to August, with a peak in July; 
very fewoccur from March to Mayor in September or October. No NLC are observed 
from November to February during the fall and winter when the sun's elevation is 
too low to allow the clouds to be illuminated in the pre-sunrise and post-sunset 
twiliJht periods. 
We would appreciate receiving information on the progress of the arrange-
ments to implement the SAM-II project. 
Yours sincerely 
B.W.Bovi11e, Director 
'" 
Atmospheric Processes Research Branch 
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Table C2 
EXAMPLE OF LISTING OF NLC SIGHTING DATA PROVIDED BY ENVIRONMENT CANADA 
'I' -: IN~ 1~"''\'1l'~ r:ll ,~~ .le ',JGHJI 4(," -Ill' ~'h .. ~ 't • ><" 
".\ I t ',1 A r Iljlli 
7)',117 flJl'f O'IPEWYA'4 
hunl t-f)')T CHIPbo'l",'oj 
730/27 fuRf CHIPEWYA~ 
IJ(1727 fJ~T RtLIA'lCE 
7}0727 t,_iH rtrLl'.",CE: 
(JJI_( ,-"['T R1LIA'~LI: 
'juril I' Id il.(LIA·IC~ 
T \ ")~ I .','Y ri{ L I ":'>IC~ 
'~I"'7 IC,{I It(LI"')f~ 
I h' 7 .. ( r ') ro H ~ LI ,\ ,'oj :: l 
11'l7,'/l f('~T 'O"'TH 
1 " I, M : 11 •• I c 11 1" 
, 1'>7 ).- fG. i ~I"I TH 
730729 "~r~ON LhKE 
71u7l9 ~~r~UN LAK~ 
130719 ~Ar~ON lAKf 
1~071.9 ~AT~O~ LAKE 
71011.9 ~AT"O~ LA~F 
nu7.!9 WHlllttOR'i£ 
7 J f (? 9 !: t~" ,0 A I L f, K L 
7JOU7 ~Nr~AI}AI LA~l 
n0729 FIII:T I~LllAf~CE 
7~07l9 FORI RELI~\Nr:E: 
7J0729 F0kT R[lll~r[ 
13J7l9 FOAl RtLIANCE 
Hd/79 fORT REllt.NCE 
(10729 fU~T RELIANCE 
71U729 .. ORT RELIANCE 
1~0719 fORT R~LIANCE 
73v779 tORT RLllANCE 
730729 1 OR T RE 1I A"lCE 
73072Q ~lj~T R[lIANCE 
I)07~~ tORT RtLI~~C[ 
1307}0 t-ORT RrL'A~ef 
7~07JO FORT RELIANC[ 
'j~7}O B~~lR LAKE 
7JU1~0 B~KFR lA~E 
liO"~2 GRA~Of PRAIRIE 
lJJ8~L GRA~OE PRAIRlt 
liOH03 YELLOWKNI~f 
ljO~01 VflLOWKNIFf 
710n03 YELlnWKNIF~ 
110~03 YELL~~~NlfE 
1j080J YELLOWKNIFE 
1iOBUJ FOR' RELIA~CE 
lJ.J801 fUI{1 RELIANLE-
1i(l'H'~ I (J~' RI:L1ANCI: 
'J080~ fORT R[lIA"lCf. 
'3 ,)'101 l'-l'1T RELlM~Cl 
, Illl.t, I In,IT IHllANCf 
,,(1'10 I IIIIU klll "Pl:Cl 
lJ0ij03 NO~MAN WILLS 
7]OBOJ NQ~4\~ ~fLL~ 
7])90~ ~Q~~lN WfLlS 
7]OfL, Nor~A~ WLLLS 
730rOj NUR~A~ WELLS 
7\0803 NO~~AN wrLLS 
... \:--AU.\, GRI' ~lAIliU ANt: lC.lA~'· 
runE LAT. 1I ,f,. ('f'1 L~' 
YO;>V 
yPY 
VPY 
YH 
YH 
V"L 
Y, L 
VI l 
yr L 
Y. L 
Y', ~4IIj 
v.., .. 
V'l,Y 
YQH 
YUH 
YuH 
YOH 
VOH 
YXY 
Y/:I 
YEt 
VFL 
VFl 
YH 
YFL 
VFL 
YFl 
VFL 
VFl 
VFl 
YFL 
YH 
VI L 
VH 
YFl 
V8K 
YHK 
Vl.IU 
YI,lU 
'fH 
VIF 
YlF 
YO 
VIF 
VrL 
Yt-l 
VtL 
YFL 
nL 
VI l 
yl l 
VVO 
YVQ 
vvo 
YVQ 
YV':J 
vvc 
58.8 
58.8 
';I8.tI 
62.7 
62.7 
6l.7 
1>2.7 
b 7. I 
6;. I 
b2. / 
~O.O 
60.U 
')0.0 
bO.l 
60.1 
bOd 
60.1 
bO.1 
bO.7 
b 1.1 
b1.1 
62.7 
62.7 
62.1 
62.1 
62.1 
62.7 
62.7 
b2.7 
62.7 
62.1 
b2.7 
62.7 
b2.7 
62.1 
6lt.3 
6lt.3 
'55.2 
5';1.2 
b2.5 
62.1) 
62.'> 
62.'> 
b2.0; 
62.7 
b'. I 
b2. 1 
b2.7 
62.7 
61. I 
62. 7 
h';l .J 
65.3 
65.3 
65.] 
b5 oJ 
65. 3 
11 1. 1 
I I , • 1 
II : .1 
IU,.2 
1 C' •• 2 
1 ... ,.? 
1 C .1 
1 \ .2 
11 •• 2 
it, '.l 
1 .0 
1 I • .:; 
II .0 
ll.., .11 
1211. B 
12:3.8 
12 tl. 8 
1" • 8 
1 , " 1 
10, •• 9 
III •• 9 
lLJJ.2 
lU ... 2 
10 .2 
1 ""J. 2 
1 v 1.2 
10'1.2 
10 '.2 
l<N.2 
109.2 
H.I ).2 
1 l,1 :.2 
Ie ,'.2 
11,', .2 
10 J. 2 
<)".0 
':/0.0 
II 1.9 
11.1 .~ 
114.5 
11't.5 
11',.5 
11". I) 
11
'
,.5 
1<1 , .l-
I .. J.7 
1, 'J.l 
1 • ) • 2 
1 ,.2 
1 I. t! 
1 \ 1.2 
1 .. 1,.8 
1 Jo 8 
1 J.8 
1 .8 
1 "B 
1, "B 
9.J 
9.'.> 
9.6 
7.5 
7.B 
!l.1 
8. \ 
!l.5 
8.B 
9.0 
/.0 
8.0 
9.0 
B.O 
8.3 
B • .5 
B.8 
'l.0 
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(See next page for key to column headings.) 
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DA'l'E 
STATION 
CODE 
LAT. 
LONG. 
GMT 
LST 
SDA 
I 
FORM 
AZ 
EL 
CL 
Table C2. 
(continued) 
KEY TO COLUMN HEADINGS 
- Year, month, night 
- Station 
- Station Identifier 
- Latitude 
- Longitude 
- Greenw1ch Mean Time 
- Local Solar Time (or Local Apparent T1me) 
- Solar de~ssion angle at time or s1ght1ng 
- NLC intensity on 5-point scale, from very weak to 
extremely bright 
- Structural forms: 
I veils; 2-bands; 3-billows; 4-whirls; 5-amo~phous 
- AZ1Tnuthal extend of NLC, rela"i ve to geof,1 aphic i'iortu 
- Extent of NLC in elevation, relative to the horIzon 
- Troposuheric cloud cover in twilight section of sky· 
A-clear; B-scattered; C-broken; D-overcast 
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HEAD OF DEPARTMENT 
D H MciNTOSH, B Sc, M A, D Sc, FRS E 
TEL 031·6671081 Ext 2920 
Dr. P.B. Russell. 
Science Coordinator for Ground Truth. 
SAM-II Nimbus Experiment Team. 
Stanford Research Institute. 
Menlo Park. 
California 94024. 
U.S.A. 
Dear Dr. Russell. 
DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY 
THE UNIVERSITY 
JAMES CLERK MAXWELL BUILDIN( 
KING'S BUILDINGS 
EDINBURGH EH93JZ 
7th October 1977 
Thank you for your letter of 3rd October expressing interest 
in data relating to noctilucent clouds. 
We shall of course be pleased to cooperate with you in any way 
we can be sending you our data. Observations made here or reported 
to us are in large measure confined to June and July. only exception-
ally are the clouds seen by 'our' observers in August (or May). It 
seems likely then that our first reports of interest to you will be 
for 1979. 
The latitude belt you refer to (640 - 800 ) is a good deal poleward 
of our most northerly observers. We shall make enquiries as to how 
far poleward we may be able to extend our network. perhaps obtaining 
the cooperation of other observers in Scandinavia or Iceland. 
Yours sincerely. 
::. /,/ 'J,"'~' 
O.H. McIntosh. 
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Appendix D 
GROUND TRUTH PLANS FOR SAGE 
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Appendix D 
APPROACH FOR ESTIMATING ERRORS IN DENSITY PROFILES 
We descrIbe here brIefly the ratIonale for estImattng errors 10 the temperature profiles to 
be requIred by SAGE and enumerate these errors for specIals sets of condItIons Constant-
pressure synoptIc maps wIll serve as the basIs for the profiles The maps themselves are subject 
to several types of errors, VIZ, tnstrument errors, first-guess errors, and analYSIs-system errors 
It IS known, 10 a general way, how these errors vary WIth geographIcal locatIon, tnstrument 
type, altItude, and densIty of data It IS also known approxImately what errors are tnduced by 
Interpolattng between map tImes (errors due to movtng weather systems between observatIOns) 
The numerIcal values gIven here as error estImates result from long experIence on th~ 
part of the Upper AIr Branch staff 10 dealtng WIth problems of Instrument accuracy and data 
compatlblltty A complete ratIOnale for these esttmates IS much too compltcated for tncluslOn 
In a bnef document, but thIs may be found In the papers cIted among the references to thl~ 
appendIx 
The Upper AIr Branch (VAB) of the Nattonal MeteorologIcal Center (NMC) WIll provIde 
atmosphenc temperature profiles and assocIated error estImates for any POtnt on the globe In 
support of SAGE operatIOns All mandatory levels between 500 and 1 mb (- 5 to - 48 km) 
are to be Included In the profiles 
The prInCIpal systems of upper aIr observattons for dIrect use In thIs support are rawtn-
sonde and satelltte (Rocketsonde data comprIse an essenttal contrIbutIOn to the denvatlOn of 
satelltte profiles, however, besIdes provldtng "ground truth" for hIgh-level radIOsonde observa-
tlOns) Stnce spatial and temporal separations between the data POtnts are large for all these sys-
tems, It IS necessary to use methods of tnterpolatton, 10 both space and ttme, to denve the 
reqUIred temperature profiles The synoptic meteorologIcal charts tndlcattng temperature, wtnd 
and geopotentlal heIghts for constant-pressure surface areas serve as the baSIS for thIS tnterpola-
tlOn 
The procedure for supply 109 temperature profiles may be outltned as follows 
(1) The SAGE team nottfies UAB of Its need for a temperature profile 
and temporal-geographIcal coordtnates (T, q" A), where T = tIme, 
q, = latttude, and A = longItude 
(2) The UAB consults all constant-pressure charts from 500 mb to 1 
mb valtd for the map time T 1 prIor to the gIven time T, as well as 
the map ttmes T2 subsequent to T The charts prOVIde thelest aSh) 
mates of temperatures for times Tl and T2' Ie, for (Tl' , an A 
and (T 2, q" and A) Ltnear tnterpolatton In time IS then used to 
obtatn the profiles for (T, q" and A) AdmIttedly, there are errors 
assocIated WIth thIS profile, such errors are functtons of time and 
pressure level 
(3) The UAB attaches "error bars" to the temperature profiles In accor-
dance WIth the procedure outltned 10 the followtng paragraphs 
lSI 
When error estImates are made, the atmosphere between 500 mb and 1 mb IS stratified In 
the vertical accordIng to cIrculatIOn regImes and measurement techmques The upper tropo-
sphere, because of ItS dynamIc features and the fact that It IS momtored qUIte well by raWIn-
sondes, IS taken here as a dIstinctIve layer (500-100 mb) The lower stratosphere (50-10 mb) IS 
the next hIghest layer, taken as dIstInct from the layer below because of ItS thermodynamIc 
structure (Staff, Upper AIr Branch, 1967, 1969) The upper stratosphere (5-1 mb) IS the thud 
layer, regaded as dIstInctive prImarIly because of the dIfferent techmques used for ItS measure-
ment (Staff, Upper Au Branch, 1975) 
FIgure 0-1 IS a flow dIagram that shows how errors In a gIven tropospherIc temperature 
profile may be deduced for the Northern HemIsphere The first consIderatIOn IS whether the 
number of rawInsonde or satellIte data POInts wIthIn a dIstance a (radIUs of the scan cucle A) 
exceeds a crItical value x that depends on a If the answer IS "yes," A IS consIdered to be a 
data-rIch area and, as the figure shows, the combInation of radIOsonde/satellIte data determInes 
the error characterIstIcs-sInce any analysIs system presently used would provIde an analysIs 
faIthful to the mean values wIthIn a data-nch area SImIlarly, If the answer IS "no," A IS con-
sIdered to be a data-poor regIon, and any errors would depend more on the analysIs system 
used (IncludIng first-guess fields) than on current data 
The standard error of the temperature estimate at any POInt In space-time WIll thus 
depend on Instrument accuracy and qualIty of analysIs, as well as the time-Interval t whIch 
separates the Instant for whIch the profile IS reqUIred from the time of the map on whIch the 
estImate IS based The standard error Eo at time t = 0 IS known from varIOUS studIes of Instru-
ment performance and data compatibIlIty (McInturff and FInger, 1968, FInger et aI, 1973, 
McInturff, 1978) The emplflcal formula 
where a "'" constant for a specIfied latitude, geographIcal area, and season, relates the sandard 
error at zero time to the standard error at an earlIer or later time (the time-Interval t IS meas-
ured In hours) (Bengtsson, 1969) The chOIce of a = 1 for the layer 500-100 mb IS based on 
the observatIon that the error approxImately doubles In 12 hours under the average condItIOns 
of varIabIlIty that charactenze the troposphere 
FIgure 0-2 IS a flow dIagram that shows how errors In Northern HemIsphere profiles 
between 70 mb and 10 mb may be deduced The SItuatIOn for the Northern HemIsphere IS 
sImpler In thIS case, because VTPR data are not presently beIng used In the analYSIS (although 
satellIte data, whIch WIll form the baSIS for such Southern HemIsphere analyses, may be used 
for these levels In the Northern HemIsphere as well) The standard errors vary seasonally more 
than In the troposphere, because the contrast between summer and WInter IS greater In the stra-
tosphere As can be seen from the formulas, tIme Interpolation should not pose much of a 
problem for the stratosphere In summer The WIntertime stratosphere, however, IS as varIable 
as the WIntertIme troposphere, and thIS fact IS reflected In assIgnIng a = 1 for WInter 
Even though there are In SItU data avaIlable for the layer from 5 to 1 mb (prImarIly rock-
etsonde data), they cannot be depended upon for present purposes as they are very sparse both 
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YES 
• 
WHAT IS 
C(VTPR) 7 
C(R/S) 7 
IS 
C(VTPR u R/S) 
>x? 
NO 
ERRORS ARE 
FIRST-GUESS 
ERRORS 
KEY 
E = STANDARD ERROR AT TIME t 
EO = STANDARD ERROR AT t - 0 
/~ 
r---~--... 
m DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TIME OF 
SATELLITE SOUNDING AND MAP 
TIME (10 hours) 
R/S RADIOSONDE 
C(VTPR) * 0 
C(R/S) = 0 
ERRORS ARE' 
VTPR ERRORS 
EO = ± 2-3C 
FIGURE 0-1 
C(VTPR) * 0 
C(R/S) * 0 
ERRORS ARE 
COMBINATION 
R/S-VTPR ERRORS 
C(VTPR) = 0 
C(R/S) * 0 
ERRORS ARE 
R/S ERRORS 
EO = ± 1-2C 
C(VTPR) COUNT OF VTPR REPORTS 
WITHIN SCAN REGION A 
C(R/S) COUNT OF RADIOSONDE 
POINTS WITHIN SCAN AREA A 
(VTPR u R/S) COLLECTION OF 
VTPR AND R/S POINTS 
C(VTPR U R/S) COUNT OF VTPR 
AND R/S POINTS WITHIN REGION A 
A CIRCULAR SCAN REGION OF 
REGION a 
P DATA-POOR REGION 
R DATA-RICH REGION 
x INTEGER DEPENDENT ON a 
A C R "REGION A IS INDLUDED 
IN REGION R" 
A C P "REGION A IS INCLUDED 
IN REGION P" 
FLOW DIAGRAM OF ERROR-CALCULATION PROCEDURE FOR THE NORTHERN 
HEMISPHERE. 500- to 1 OO-mb HEIGHTS 
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FIGURE 0-2 
ACR 
ERRORS ARE 
RADIOSONDE 
ERRORS 
IS 
C(R/S) > x? 
E = EO (1 + adsin 1I't/24il 
co = 04 In summer (May-September) 
co = 05 In April and October 
ACP 
ERRORS ARE 
FIRST-GUESS 
ERRORS 
EO = ± 2-3C 
co = 05 In winter (November-March) south of 30° N 
co = 1 0 In winter (November-March) north of 30° N 
FLOW DIAGRAM OF ERROR-CALCULATION PROCEDURE FOR THE NORTHERN 
HEMISPHERE, 70- to 1 O-mb HEIGHTS 
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10 space and hme Thus, satellite data denved with a currently used system will form the basIs 
for producmg temperature profiles Estimates of these errors are as follows 
At 5 mb, E - ±6C 
At '2 mb, E - ±8C 
At 1 mb, E - ± 9C 
No time dependence IS mdlcated-not because It does not eXist, but rather because It IS not 
known (It IS believed that the error due to off-time data may commonly be as great with t = 1 
hour as with t = 10 hours, cf Miller and Schmidlin, 1971 ) 
As IS well known, TIROS N IS expected to supersede VTPR 10 the near future as the 
NOAA operational satelhte For this reason we have mcluded Figure 0-3, which shows tem-
perature standard errors m TIROS N Simulations, both with and without nOise It Will be 
necessary to study the actual TIROS N data before Figures D-l and D-2 or the estimates of 
temperature errors given above can be modified to take the TIROS N contnbutlon mto account 
Most regions of the Southern Hemisphere (S H) may be considered data-poor, except for 
the avallablhty of satellite data The dearth of either S H rawmsonde or rocketsonde data 
makes cahbratlOn of satellite data difficult Consequently, error estimates for the SHare ques-
tIOnable The followmg summanzes the best current error estimates for S H profiles 
Time dependence 
where Eo error eshmate for t = 0 
Values of Eo 
Values of a 
mterval separating map time from time for which profile 
IS reqUired (m hours) 
a constant for a given altitude and geographic area 
Eo ±'2-3°C for 500-10 mb 
Eo ±6°C at 5 mb 
±8°C at '2 mb 
±9°C at 1 mb 
For 500-100 mb 
a 10 
For 70-10 mb 
a 0 4 10 summer (November-March) 
a 0 5 10 Apnl and October 
a 05 10 wmter (May-September), equatorward of 300 S 
a 1 0 10 wmter, poleward of 300 S 
For 5-1 mb 
a 0 (time dependence unknown) 
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TEMPERATURE 
STANDARD ERROR 
(STEPWISE REGRESSION) 
(SSU + HIRS + MSU) 
• SINGLE-CHANNEL, NOISE 
• SSU,1, 2,3 ONLY, NOISE 
• HIRS, NOISE 
6 8 
STANDARD ERROR (TEMPERATURE) - °c 
10 
TEMPERATURE ST ANOARO ERRORS IN TIROS-N SIMULATIONS 
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